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Introduction and summary

This thesis consists of four essays, three in the field of random effects models
and one in the field of GARCH. Although these fields are not directly re
lated they reflect my diverse interests in econometrics. This chapter gives a
brief introduction to random effects models and GARCH models as well as a
summary of the essays.

In many cases data is available on a cross section of households, countries,
firms etc. over several time periods. In this situation a plausible specification
may be a random effects model

where i == 1, ... ,N dell0tes the cross section dimension whereas t == 1, ... ,T
denotes the time dimension. The parameter a is a scalar, f3 is a k x 1 vector
and X it is the it : th observation on the k explanatory variables. The error
term, cit is a sum of components. In the one-way model with individual effects,

Cit == lLi + Vit

whereas in the one-way model with time effects,

Cit == At + Vit

where lLi is the individual specific effect, At is the time specific effect and Vit

is the idiosyncratic error term. A model which nests both of these one-way
models is obtained by letting the error term be a sum of three components.
That is,

cit == lLi + At + Vit

This model is referred to in the literature as the two-way random effects model.
The first essay in this thesis, "Maximum likelihood based inference in the

two-way random effects model with serially correlated time effects" , considers
maximum likelihood estimation and inference in the two-way random effects

vii



Vlll INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

model with serial correlation. We derive a straightforward maximum likeli
hood estimator when the time-specific component follow an AR(l) or MA(l)
process. The estimator is also easily generalized to allow for arbitrary sta
tionary and strictly invertible ARMA processes. In addition we consider the
model selection problem and derive tests of the null hypothesis of no serial
correlation as well as tests for discriminating between tIle AR(l) and MA(l)
specifications. A Monte-Carlo experiment evaluates the finite-sample proper
ties of the estimators, test-statistics and model selection procedures.

The second essay, "Asymptotic properties of the maximum likelihood es
timator of random effects models with serial correlation", considers the large
sample behavior of the maximum likelihood estimator of random effects mod
els witll serial correlation in the form of AR(l) for the idiosyncratic or time
specific error component. Consistent estimation and asymptotic nornlality as
N and/or T grows large is established for a comprehensive specification which
nests these models as well as all commonly used random effects models. When
N or T ---7 00 only a subset of the parameters are consistent and asymptotic
normality is established for the consistent subsets. In addition we consider
the properties of the maximum likelihood estimator under error component
misspecification.

The third essay, "Specification and estimation of random effects models
with serial correlation of general form" , is also concerned with maximum like
lihood based inference in random effects models with serial correlation. Allow
ing for individual effects we introduce serial correlation of general form in the
time effects as well as the idiosyncratic errors. A straightforward maximum
likelihood estimator is derived and a coherent model selection strategy is sug
gested for determining tIle orders of serial correlation as well as the inlportance
of time or individual effects. The methods are applied to the estimation of
a production function using a sample of 72 Japanese chemical firms observed
during 1968-1987.

The fourth essay in this thesis is concerned with GARCH. GARCH models
are designed to capture the dynamics of the conditional second moment of a
time series. It is assumed that the data generating process is

Yt == ct

where {ct} is a discrete-time stochastic process, ct == Ztht and Zt rv iid(O,l).
It is the dynamics of h;, the conditional variance at time t, that the GARCH
models wish to capture. The GARCH model is commonly used in its most
simple form, the GARCH(l,l) model, in which the conditional variance is
given by



ix

This fourth essay, entitled" A simple efficient GMM estimator of CAReR
models" , considers efficient GMM based estimation of GAReR models. Suffi
cient conditions for the estimator to be consistent and asymptotically normal
are established for the GARCH(l,l) conditional variance process. In addition
efficiency results are obtained for a GARCH(l,l) model where the conditional
variance is allowed to enter the mean as well. That is, the GARCH(l,l)-M
model. An application to the returns to the SP500 index illustrates.
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Random Effects Models
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Essay 1

Maximum likelihood based
inference in the two-way
random effects model with
serially correlated time effects

1.1 Introduction

Following the influential work of Lillard and Willis (1978) there has been a con
tinued interest in error component models which allow for dynan1ics in the form
of a serially correlated error component. As in Lillard and Willis, Anderson
and Hsiao (1982), MaCurdy (1982) and Baltagi and Li (1991, 1994) consider
a one-way error component model with individual specific effects and serially
correlated idiosyncratic errors. King (1986) studies a one-way model with
correlated time specific effects and independent idiosyncratic errors whereas
Magnus and Woodland (1988) consider a multivariate panel data model where
both the time specific effects and the idiosyncratic errors are correlated. See
Baltagi (1995, ch. 5) for a review of the literature.

In this essay we consider the two way randon1 effects model with serially
correlated time specific effects. That is, the serially correlated component is
common to individuals and can be taken to represent common or macro effects
not accounted for by the explanatory variables. More specifically, the model

* Co-authored with Sune Karlsson.
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of interest is

ESSAY 1. MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD BASED INFERENCE

Yit a + Xitf3 + Cit

I-li + At + Vit

(1.1)

with At an AR(l),
(1.2)

or MA(l),
(1.3)

process. This model introduces the empirically plausible phenomena of some
factors affecting all individuals observed in the same time period and that
these factors tend to persist over time. Examples of such factors are numerous
and include business cycles, oil price shocks and economic policies that tend
to persist during several of the periods for which the data are collected.

Revankar (1979) studied this model and gave a rather cumbersome two
step estimator for the special case where At follows an AR(l) process. We offer
a computationally straightforward maximum likelihood estimator which is eas
ily generalized to arbitrary stationary and strictly invertible ARMA processes
for At. In addition we consider the model selection problem and give tests for
autocorrelation in At as well as tests that allow us to discriminate between the
autoregressive and moving average specifications.

The organization of the essay is as follows. Section 1.2 presents the max
imum likelihood estimator of the model. Section 1.3 derives the specification
tests. Section 1.4 contains results from a Monte-Carlo experiment and section
1.5 concludes.

1.2 The rnaxirnulTI likelihood estimator

In matrix form the two way model (1.1) is written as

y Z~+e

e z/-LJL + Z).'\ + v

where Zp == (IN 0 LT), Z). == (LN 0 IT), Z == [LNT,X], ~ == [a,j3']', JL'
(l-ll ..... ,J-lN), ,\' == (Al, .... ,Ar) and LN is a vector of ones of dimension N.
Th~oughout we will maintain the assumption that Vit rv N (0, O"~), I-li rv

N (O,(j~) , Ut rv N (O,(j~,) independent of each other and X. In addition
we assume that p,() E (-1,1) that is the AR process (1.2) is stationary and
the MA process (1.3) is strictly invertible.



1.2. THE MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD ESTIMATOR

The covariance matrix of the combined error term is given by

~ E(ee') == ZJLE(~J1/)Z~ + ZAE(AA')Z~ + E(vv')

a~(IN ® JT ) + o-~(JN ® '11) + o-~(IN ® IT)

5

where J T == LTL~ a TxT matrix of ones and W is the covariance matrix of
(1.2) or (1.3) with unit innovation variance. When the distinction between the
two types of processes is important we will refer to the covariance matrix of
the AR(l) process as '11 p and the covariance matrix of the MA(l) process as
We. More generally W can be the covariance matrix of an arbitrary stationary
and strictly invertible ARMA(p, q) process.

Direct inversion of :E is clearly impractical even for panels of moderate
size and the usual spectral decomposition "tricks" employed in the panel data
literature are not directly applicable here. For maximum likelihood estimation
to be practical convenient expressions for ~-1 and I~I must be found. To this
end, let Er == IT - JT, JT == Jr/T, o-r == Ta~ + 0-; and

be the covariance matrix of the one-way model with individual specific effects.
We can then write

Using a well known result from matrix algebra

~-1 A-I - A-I (LN ® IT) [a~2\{1-1 + N A *]-1 (L:V ® IT)A-1 (1.4)

IN ® A * - (LN ® A *)[a~2w-l + N A *]-l(L:V ® A*)

IN Q9 A* - a~(~N Q9 A*) [IT + Na~'ltA*rl 'It(~:.v Q9 A*)

where

We obtain the determinant of ~ in a similar fashion as

(1.5)
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Using these results we have the log-likelihood function as

where"r is the vector of covariance parameters, (o-~,o-~,o-;,p) for (1.2) and
(o-~,o-~,o-;,g) for (1.3). Evaluating the likelihood requires numerical calcula
tion of the determinant and inverse of the TxT matrix IT + No-; \l1A * which
for the modest time series dimensions common in panel data applications is
both speedy and accurate l . The theorem below shows that the models (1.1,
1.2) and (1.1,1.3) are locally identified in the sense of Rothenberg (1971). The
proof is given in appendix B.

Theorem 1 Assume that -1 < T < 1 where T == P or T == g, and 0 <
(J~, o-~, 0-; ~ C < 00 for some finite constant C. The dynamic two way random
effect models (1.1, 1.2) and {1.1, 1.3} are then locally identified in the sense
of Rothenberg {1971} when N, T 2: 2.

The elements of the score are given in appendix A.l and the information
matrix in appendix A.2. The use of an analytic score is strongly suggested
in applications since numerical derivatives performed poorly in the Monte
Carlo experiment. Variance estimates can be based on either a numerical
approximation to the Hessian matrix or the infornlation matrix given in the
appendix.

1.3 Specification tests

1.3.1 Testing for autocorrelation in At

To derive an LM-statistic to test the null hypothesis Ho : p == 0 against p#-O
in the AR(I) specification, we need the score and the information matrix
evaluated at the two-way model with At == Ut rv N(O, 0-;). The infornlation
matrix and the relevant element of the score vector evaluated under the null

1If an analytic inverse and determinant is available for lJ1 it is more convenient to work
with a~2lJ1-1 + N A * (line 2 of (1.4), 1 of (1.5)) since the computations are much more
efficient for symmetric positive definite matrices than for general matrices.



1.3. SPECIFICATION TESTS 7

hypothesis are obtained from appendix A.2 and A.l respectively by setting
\]! == IT and L == G, where G is a bidiagonal matrix with bidiagonal elements
all equal to one. The LM-test is computed as

(1.7)

where 7"4,4 is the (4,4) elen1ent of the inverse information matrix for the vari
ance parameters, I"" evaluated at the null hypothesis. Since the information
matrix is block-diagonal between band ry it is sufficient to obtain this block.

Inspection of the score vector for the MA(I) model shows that g~ 18==0 ==
g~lp==o. It follows that (1.7) is also the LM-test against an MA(I) alternative.

The hypothesis of no autocorrelation can, of course, also be tested using
Wald or LR-tests. In addition to requiring the use of slightly more complicated
estimators, these tests require the choice of a specific alternative. In general
we expect Wald or LR-tests against the correct alternative to have more power
than the LM-test and the Wald or LR-tests against the wrong alternative to
have lower power than the LM-test.

1.3.2 Testing AR(l) vs. MA(l)

Having rejected the null of no serial correlation using one of the tests discussed
in the previous section, the next step is to decide wether to model At as
an AR or MA process. In this section we develop formal tests which allow
us to discriminate between the AR(I) and MA(I) specifications. Testing is
complicated by the hypotheses being non-nested and test results will frequently
be inconclusive. Model choice can then be based on less formal criteria, such as
comparison of p-values or information criteria. Note that in the case of AR(l)
vs. MA(I), the choice of information criteria to use is irrelevant since they all
boil down to a simple comparison of the likelihoods for the two specifications.

In order to develop formal tests we nest the two hypothesis in the compre
hensive ARMA(I,I) specification for At. Since estimation of the comprehensive
model is complicated we do not consider Wald or LR-tests and concentrate
on LM-tests. The test of the hypothesis that the true process for At is AR(I)
then corresponds to testing Ho : e == 0 in the ARMA(I,I) specification. We
will refer to this test as the LM-AR test. Correspondingly, testing the null
that the true process for At is MA(l) is equivalent to testing Ho : p == a in the
ARMA(l,l) specification. We refer to this test as the LM-MA test.

Using the standard block diagonality between regression and variance pa-
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rameters we have the test statistic for H o : T = 0 as

~2 ==(Oll )'TT(~I )
,T OT T==O OT T==O

where T is () if the null hypothesis is AR(l) and p if the null hypothesis is MA(l)
and ITT is the appropriate element of the inverse information matrix for the
variance parameters, evaluated under the null hypothesis. The elements of
the score and the information matrix evaluated under the null hypothesis are
given in appendix B.

The LM-tests are relatively complicated and as an alternative we consider
two tests which can be computed using only the within estimates of the stan
dard two-way model. These tests are based on the same ideas as the BGT
tests of Baltagi and Li (1995), to test implications of the process for At being
AR(l) or MA(l).

Let :Xt be the dummy variable estimates of At. Then

~ 1 ~ ~~
(j = l' ~ AtAt-j

t==j+1

is a consistent estimator of (j == COV(At, At-j). Under the null of MA(l)

we have (2 = 0 and vT ((2 - (2) ~ N (0, (6 + 2(D under Ho and the

normality assumption. An asymptotically N (0,1) test statistic for the null of
MA(l) is thus given by --

~3 = VT (2 (1.8)
--2 --2
(0 + 2(1

Under the alternative of AR(l), (2 > 0 and we reject in the right tail only in
order to maximize power. We refer to the test (1.8) as the BGT-MA test.

Let 77j == corr (AtAt-j), under the null hypothesis of an AR(l) process

772 - (771)2 == 0

whereas under the alternative of an MA(l) process 772 == O. The test statistic

(1.9)

is asymptotically N(O, 1) under the null hypothesis and we reject in the left
tail in order to maximize power against MA(l). We refer to the test (1.9) as
the BGT-AR test. To get a test for which size approaches zero asymptotically
when 17711 > 1/2 and the true process can not be an MA(l) we may also accept
the null hypothesis if1h > ! + Jr, see Baltagi and Li (1995).



1.4. MONTE-CARLO STUDY

1.4 Monte-Carlo study

1.4.1 Design

We generate data from the two way model

Yit a + {3Xit + Cit

cit f.1i + At + Vit

9

where a == 0, (3 == 1 and with At an AR(l) (1.2) or MA(l) (1.3) process. The
regressors, Xit are generated as

Xit == 0.6Xit-l + 'TJit

where 'rJit is iid N(O,l) and is held constant over the replicates of Yit. The
variance parameters takes the values as (J"~, (J"~ == (1/6,2/6,3/6,4/6) and a~ ==
(1- a~ - a~) for feasible combinations of a~ and a~. That is (J"; == O"~ (1 - p2)

2

for the AR(l) specification and (J"~ == 1:~2 for the MA(I) specification. This
choice of variance parameters holds the explanatory power of the model con
stant with an R2 of 0.6. Finally p, () takes the values (-0.8, -0.4,0,0.4,0.8).
For each combination of parameter values we generate 10, 000 samples of
N == (10,20) and T == (25,50). Normal /-Li, Ut, cit and 'TJit are obtained
from the normal random number generator in GAUSS and initial values of the
AR(l) process are obtained from the stationary distribution of At. 2

Due to the large amount of output from the simulation experiment it is
necessary to conserve on space. We only present results for the sample sizes
N == 10, T == 25 and N == 20, T == 50. A full set of results can be obtained
upon request.

1.4.2 Parameter estimates

The bias of parameters are small and the only potentially troublesome para
meter to estimate is (). The estimated variance of () is very large for estimates
close to one, which comes froill the fact that the information matrix is singu
lar at leI == 1. Restricting leI below one led to serious convergence problems.
Instead estimates above one in absolute value are transformed back to the
invertibility region. The near singularity of the information matrix close to
the invertibility boundary is however still reflected in the poor performance of
the information matrix estimate of the variance.

2Gauss code implementing the estimators and test statistics is available from
http://swopec.hhs.se/hastef/abs/hastef0383.htm.
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We experienced some convergence problen1s with the MA(l) model when
the true model was AR(l) with Ipl == 0.83 . This is not too surprising since the
MA(l) model cannot match the moments of the AR(l) process for high values
of Ipl.

Figure 1.la shows the empirical distributions of parameters for N == 10, T ==
25 in the MA(l) model when true model is MA(l) with e == 0.8. Figure 1.lb
depicts the corresponding case for the AR(l) model when true model is AR(l)
with p == 0.8. Normal densities with the same means and variances as the em
pirical distributions are superimposed. Pictures for negative values of p and
() are similar and corresponding pictures for N == 20, T == 50 improves on the
negative skewness of the empirical distributions of variance parameters as well
as centering the empirical distributions of p and () around their true values.

1.4.3 Hypothesis tests

In each replicate we compute the LM-test of the null of no serial correlation
as well as the LR and Wald-tests of the null of no MA(l) or AR(l). The
Wald-tests are computed using a numerical approximation to the Hessian.
Wald-tests based on the information matrix given in the appendix A.2 failed
in the MA(l) model for lei == 0.8 due to near singularity of the information. In
addition we compute the tests for discriminating between the two specifications
i.e. the LM-MA, LM-AR as well as the BGT-MA and BGT-AR tests.

In reporting our Monte-Carlo results for the test-statistics we use the
graphical methods advocated by Davidson and McKinnon (1998). The size
discrepancy graphs plot the difference between estimated size and nominal
size against the nominal size of the tests. The size-power graphs plot power
against the nominal size of the tests.

Tests of the null hypothesis of no serial correlation

Size Figure 1.2 shows the nominal size (x-axis) and size discrepancy (y
axis) with 95% Kolmogornov-Smirnov "confidence bands" for the LR, Wald
and LM-tests4 . For N == 20, T == 50 the size properties are very good for
the LM-test and the Wald and LR-tests against an AR(l) alternative (Figure
1.2a-l.2c). When testing against an MA(l) alternative the LR and, especially

3 A replicate was dropped from the simulation if convergence was not achieved after 100
iterations. This reduces the effective number of replicates to between 8,467 and 10,000.

4In the graphs we refer to the parameter values of a~, a~ as mi, i == 1, .. ,4 and vj,
j = 1, .. ,4 respectively. For example m1v4 refer to a~ = 1/6, a~ = 4/6 and m2v1 refer to
a~ == 2/6, a; == 1/6.
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Figure 1.1 Empirical distributions of parameters, (J~
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the Wald test sllffer from size distortion and are sensitive to the choice of
variance parameters (Figure 1.2d-1.2e).

For N == 10, T == 25 the Wald and LR-tests against the alternative of
MA(l) have serious size problems and are sensitive to the choice of variance
parameters. Due to the serious size problems with these tests they will not
be considered further. This is in contrast to the LM-test and Wald and LR
tests against an AR(l) alternative which performs reasonably well even for
the smaller sample sizes (Figure 1.2f-1.2h).

Power Since power results for negative and positive values of p and e are
similar, we only report results for positive values of p and e. For N == 20, T ==
50 the LR-test typically has the highest power, but power differences are not
large. Figure 1.3a-1.3c shows the nominal size (x-axis) and power (y-axis) for
the LM, Wald and LR-tests in the AR(l) model with p == 0.4 and Figure 1.3d
1.3e shows the size and power of the LM-test in the MA(l) model. The picture
is similar for the Wald and LR-tests. The tests are relatively insensitive to the
choice of variance parameters, though a small reduction in power is achieved
by decreasing O"~ (increasing O"~ + O"~), which is not surprising since a low O"~

makes it harder to detect the AR(l) or MA(l) structure. Furthermore for
fix O"~ power is decreasing with increasing O"~. Comparing Figure 1.3c and
1.3d it appears that the LM-test has lower power against MA(l) than AR(l)
alternatives. It should however be kept in mind that the AR(l) process with a
high value of !pl is more persistent than the MA(l) process with e== p and we
would expect more power against the AR(l) process due to it being further
away from the null hypothesis.

In the case of N == 10, T == 25 power is obviously lower, but it is also
more sensitive to the choice of variance parameters. As for N == 20, T == 50
the LR-test typically has the highest power and power in the AR(l) model
is larger. Still, the power differences between the tests and the models are
relatively small. Figure 1.3f shows the size and power of the LM-test in the
AR(l) model with p == 0.4.

Tests for discriminating between the AR(l) and MA(l) specifica
tions

Size of BGT-AR and LM-AR Figure 1.4a-1.4d shows the size discrepancy
of the BGT-AR and LM-AR tests for N == 20, T == 50. The BGT-AR test
is undersized at usual significance levels and the size is also sensitive to the
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Figure 1.2 Size discrepancy of tests of no serial correlation
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Figure 1.3 Power of tests of no serial correlation
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choice of variance parameters5 . A low a~ with a relatively large a; makes
the BGT-AR test more undersized. For lpl == 0.4 the LM-AR test has correct
size, and the size is insensitive to the variance parametrization. For Ipl == 0.8
the LM-AR test is slightly undersized but still performs much better than the
BGT-AR test.

Figure 1.4e-1.4f shows the size discrepancy of the LM-AR test for N ==

10, T == 25 with p == -0.4 and p == -0.8. The picture is similar for positive
values of p. The size properties of the BGT-AR test has not changed much for
these sn1aller sample sizes. The LM-AR test is now undersized for Ipl == 0.4
as well, but not by much. For Ipl == 0.8 the size problem is more serious, but
not as severe as for the BGT-AR test.

Power of BGT-AR and LM-AR Figure 1.5a-1.5d compares the power
functions for N == 20, T == 50. The LM-AR test is typically more powerful
than the BGT-AR test at usual significance levels. In fact the power curves
cross and the crossing point moves to the right with decreasing a~. Similar to
the tests of the null of no autocorrelation power is generally reduced for a low
a~ and high a;.

Figure 1.5e compares the power functions for N == 10, T == 25. The power
of the LM-AR test is still higher than the BGT-AR test at usual significance
levels. For 10\ == 0.4 we have no useful power with either of these tests.

Size of BGT-MA and LM-MA Figure 1.6a-1.6d shows the size discrep
ancy of the BGT-MA and LM-MA tests for N == 20, T == 50. The BGT-MA
test is insensitive to the choice of variance parameters, but severely undersized
with the more severe cases occurring for positive 0. Given the sign of 0, the
size of the BGT-MA test appears to be unaffected by the magnitude of 0. The
LM-MA test is also undersized but not by as much as the BGT-MA test, on
the other hand it is slightly more sensitive to the variance parametrization for
101 == 0.8. The LM-MA test also has better size properties for negative 0.

For N == 10, T == 25 Figure 1.6e-1.6f shows the size discrepancy of the
LM-MA test for positive values of B. The size of the LM-MA test is quite
sensitive to the choice of variance parameters and undersized. The BGT-MA
test continues to be insensitive to the choice of variance parameters. The size
distortion is however still greater than for the LM-MA test.

5 All references in the text and in the graphs refer to the unadjusted BGT-AR test i.e.
the statistic (1.9) without size adjustment.
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Figure 1.4 Size discrepancy of BGT-AR and LM-AR
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Figure 1.5 Power of BGT-AR and LM-AR
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Figure 1.6 Size discrepancy of BGT-MA and LM-MA
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Power of BGT-MA and LM-MA Figure 1.7a-l.7d shows the size-power
curves for N == 20, T == 50. The power of the BGT-MA test is typically
higher than the power of the LM-MA test at usual significance levels. At lower
significance levels the power of the LM-MA test is higher and the crossing point
of the power curves depends on a~, specifically the crossing point moves to the
right with decreasing a~ as for the BGT-AR and LM-AR tests. Furthermore
Ipl == 0.8 is needed to get large power with either of these tests.

For N == 10, T == 25 the relative power properties are similar to the N ==
20, T == 50 case, except that the crossing point of power curves occurs at higher
significance levels. Figure 1.7e illustrates the crossing point for p == -0.8. The
LM-MA and BGT-MA tests have power equal to size at usual significance
levels for Ipl == 0.4.

1.4.4 Model selection

In the previous section we saw that for small sample sizes (small T) and/or
small values of Ipl and 181 test results for discriminating between the AR(l)
and MA(l) specification may very well be inconclusive. A decision can then be
based on information criteria or comparison of the p-values of the tests. Fur
thermore some researchers advocate the use of information criteria for model
choice rather than hypothesis tests, see for example Granger, King and White
(1995).

In this section we briefly consider the small-sample properties of model
selection criteria for (i) the two-way model with At an AR(l) or MA(I) process
and (ii) overall model selection criteria for choosing between the standard two
way model and the two-way models (1.1, 1.2) and (1.1, 1.3). In the first case
the choice of model selection criteria to use is irrelevant and model choice can
simply be based on a con1parison of likeli1100ds of the two specifications, or
p-values of the discriminating tests. In the second case the choice of model
selection criteria matters and we consider the AlC criterion of Akaike (1974)
and the BIC criterion of Schwarz (1978). These two criteria are compared to
a hypothesis testing/p-value approach based on the LM-tests.

Discriminating between the AR(l) and MA(l) specifications

Discrimination is based on comparing the log-likelihoods (LL criteria) and p
values of the LM-tests (LM-p strategy) conditional on the LM-test of the null
of no autocorrelation rejecting the null at the 5% level. We do not consider di
crimination based on the p-values of the BGT-tests due to their disappointing
size properties.
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Figure 1.7 Power of BGT-MA and LM-MA
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Table 1.1 Frequencies of correct classification of the AR(l) or MA(I) model,
(J2 == 2/6 (J2 == 2/6 N == 20 T == 50J..L 'v , ,

Model LL LM-p LM-tests

p == -0.8 0.98 0.98 0.83
p == -0.4 0.70 0.68 0.14
p == 0.4 0.68 0.67 0.13
p == 0.8 0.96 0.96 0.77

() == -0.8 0.94 0.91 0.51
() == -0.4 0.66 0.65 0.14
() == 0.4 0.69 0.67 0.15
() == 0.8 0.96 0.93 0.59

Table 1.1 shows the frequencies of correct classification of the AR(l) or
MA(l) model for N == 20, T == 50 with (J~ == 2/6, (J; == 2/6. For comparison
we also include the frequencies of correct classification with the discriminating
LM-tests, based on the 5% significance level.

For N == 20, T == 50 the LL criteria and the LM-p strategy are insensitive
to the choice of variance parameters. The LL criterion performs slightly better
than the LM-p strategy. The rather low frequencies of correct classification
for the LM-tests are mainly due to a large inconclusive region and illustrates
the need to resort to the LL criteria or LM-p strategy if a decision must be
made.

Corresponding frequencies for N == 10, T == 25 are obviously lower, but also
more sensitive to variance parametrization. For example, the frequencies of
correct classification with the LL criteria and LM-p strategy are only slightly
above 0.5 for some variance parametrizations (low (J~ and high (J~) with a
small Ipl or 101·

Overall model selection

The AIC and BIC criteria are compared to a hypothesis testing/p-value ap
proach denoted the LM/LM-p strategy. The first step in the LM/LM-p strat
egy strategy is to apply the LM-test of the null of no autocorrelation. If the
null is not rejected at 5% significance level the standard two-way model is
favored. If the null is rejected, the AR(l) ot MA(I) process is choosen based
on the p-values of the discriminating LM-tests.

As for the LL criteria and LM-p strategy considered above the Ale and
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Table 1.2 Classification frequencies for the standard two-way model (2-way),
AR(l) and MA(l) models, (J~ == 2/6, (J~ == 2/6, N == 20, T == 50

AIC BIC LM/LM-p
Model

2-way AR(1) MA(l) 2-way AR(l) MA(l) 2-way AR(l) MA(l)

p == -0.8 0 0.98 0.02 0 0.98 0.02 0 0.98 0.02
p == -0.4 0.09 0.60 0.31 0.43 0.40 0.17 0.25 0.51 0.24
p == 0.4 0.13 0.56 0.31 0.49 0.35 0.16 0.29 0.48 0.23
p == 0.8 0 0.96 0.04 0.01 0.96 0.03 0 0.96 0.04

p, () == 0 0.81 0.08 0.11 0.99 0 0.01 0.95 0.03 0.02

e -0.8 0 0.06 0.94 0.04 0.06 0.90 0.07 0.08 0.85
e == -0.4 0.12 0.25 0.63 0.52 0.15 0.33 0.40 0.22 0.40
f) == 0.4 0.13 0.23 0.64 0.54 0.13 0.33 0.40 0.20 0.40
() == 0.8 0 0.04 0.96 0.03 0.04 0.93 0.07 0.06 0.87

BIC criteria and the LM/LM-p strategy are more or less sensitive to variance
parametrization. Generally the performance deteriorate with decreasing (J~

and increasing (J~.

Table 1.2 shows the classification frequencies for the standard two-way
model (2-way), AR(l) and MA(l) models for N == 20, T == 50 with ()~ ==
2/6, ()~ == 2/6.

BIC favors the standard two-way model whereas AIC favors the AR(l) or
MA(l) model. This behavior is expected since the BIC criterion penalize extra
parameters harder than AlC. The LM/LM-p strategy is typically intermediate
to AIC and BIC in performance.

For N == 10, T == 25 frequencies of correct classification of the AR(l) and
MA(l) models are lower, but the relative performance of the AIC and BIC
criteria and the LM/LM-p strategy is similar to the N == 20, T == 50 case.

1.5 Conclusions

In this essay we have derived a straightforward maximum likelihood estimator
of the two-way model with a serially correlated time-specific effect. In addi
tion we have considered specification tests as well as various model selection
strategies.

When testing for the null of no serial correlation we recommend the LM,
Wald (based on Hessian) and LR-tests against an AR(l) alternative since they
have the best size properties. Furthermore the power loss con1pared to the
corresponding Wald and LR-tests against MA(l) is small. In practice the LM
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test may be preferred since it is simple to compute, requiring only estimation
under the null hypothesis of the standard two-way model.

To discriminate between the AR(l) and MA(l) process we have consid
ered LM-tests as well as BGT-tests requiring only the within estimates of the
standard two-way model. The LM-AR test typically performs better than the
BGT-AR test. The size of the LM-AR test is not so sensitive to the choice of
variance parameters as the BGT-AR test and the LM-AR test has the highest
power at usual significance levels. In contrast the BGT-MA test is less sensi
tive to variance parametrization than the LM-MA test and typically has the
highest power at usual significance levels. We can however not recommend
the BGT-MA test due to its disappointing size properties. Large values of Ipl
or lei are needed for discrimination with these tests and test results may very
well be inconclusive. One possible way to "split the tie" is to simply compare
likelihoods or p-values of tests. Of these the likelihood comparison performs
best.

Information criteria can also be used to discriminate between the standard
two-way model and the two-way model with At and AR(l) or MA(l) process.
We have considered model selection based on the AIC and BIC criterions as
well as an LM/LM-p strategy. The AIC criterion performs best when AR(l)
or MA(l) is the true process. BIC favors the standard two-way model and the
LM/LM-p strategy is typically intermediate in performance. The ranking is
reversed when the standard two-way model is the true model.





Appendix A

Score and Information

A.I The score vector

This appendix derives the elements of the score vector for the models (1.1,
1.2) and (1.1, 1.3). For the regression parameters we have the standard result

and for the variance parameters the score is given by

where "y == (a~,a~,a;,p)' for (1.2) and (o-~,(}~,a;,e)' for (1.3).

For ()~ we have
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where B == a~2\]!-1 + N A *, B-1 == a; (IT + N a;wA*) -1 \l1 and
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where € == (L~ @ JT)c and e == (L~ @ A *)8.
For (J~ we have
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where 8* == (L~ @ A*B- 1A*) c.
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For 0"; we have
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and

al
aa~

~-l(JN ® '!J)~-l

I N 0 A*\lJA* - N(JN ® A*B-1A*WA*)

-N(JN ® A *\lJA*B-1A *)

+N2 (JN ® A*B-1A*\lJA*B-1A*)

N N 2
-- tr(A*'l1) + - tr(A*'l1A *B-1)

2 2

+~i'e lJi - N e*'e lJi + N
2

e*' (IN 18' \f!) e*
2 2

where eW == (L~ ® 'lJA*) e.
For the fourth and last variance parameter, 14, we have

with L p = aZ;e = 1':P2 \f!p + 1~p2 D where D is a band matrix with zeros on

the main diagonal and ipi-l on the ith subdiagonal for the AR(l) specification
(1.2) and Le == a:ee a bidiagonal matrix with 2(} on the main diagonal and
ones on the subdiagonals for the MA(l) specification (1.3). This gives

with the appropriate L matrix and eL == (L~ ® LA*) e.

A.2 The information ITlatrix

This appendix derives the elements of the information matrix for the models
(1.1, 1.2) and (1.1, 1.3). For the first element we have the result

I8,8 == Z/~-lZ
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and for the elements 18" we have the familiar block-diagonality result

The elements of the information matrix for the r parameters are obtained
as

1 [-1 (a~) -1 (a~)]
I'i"j = '2 tr:E /JYi ~ O'Yj

We have for the 1,1" j elements

where B-1 is defined in appendix A.I.

~tr [:E-
1 (~~) ~-l (~~)]

0"; [N (L~LLT) -2N2 (L~B-1A *LLT) ]
20"i +N3 (I,~B-1A*LA*B-1I,T)

where L is Lp or Le defined in appendix A.I. For the relevant 1,2,'j elements
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I 72 ,73 ~tr [}j-1 (;~) }j-1 (;~)]
== ~ [ N tr (A*'!JA *) -2N2 tr (B-1A *2'lJA *) ]

2 +N3 tr (B-1A*2B-1A*'!JA*)

I 72 ,74 ~tr [}j-1 (;~) }j-1 (;~)]
= (T~ [Ntr(A*LA*)-2N2tr(B-1A*2LA*)]

2 +N3 tr (B-1A*2B-1A*LA*)

Finally for the elements involving 13, 14 we have

= ~tr[}j-1(;~)}j-1(;~)]

~ [ N 2tr ((A*'lJi) -2N
3tr (B-1A*WA*WA*) ]

2 +N4 tr ((B-1A*WA*)2)

= ~tr [}j-1 (;~) }j-1 (;~)]

()~ [ N 2tr ((A*L)2) -2N3tr (B-1(A*L)2A *) ]

2 +N4 tr ((B-1A*LA*)2)
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Appendix B

The LM-test against
ARMA(l,l)

This appendix derives the score and information matrix for the LM test against
ARMA(l,l). Under ARMA(l,l) disturbances we have the covariance matrix
as

with inverse
~ll == IN 0 A* - (tN (8) A*)B-l(t:V (8) A*)

where B l l == a~ (IT + N a~rA *) -1 rand r is the covariance matrix of an

ARMA(11) process with elements r tt == 1+02+20p and rts == (p+O)(l+pO)plt-sl-l
, l-p2 I- p2

for t #- s. To derive the LM-test we need the score and information matrix
evaluated under the null hypothesis e== 0 or p == O. The score needed is given
by

where T == eor T == P and

where 'It is given by 'Itp if T == e and 'It0 if T == p, that is

~-l

L.ll,p=O
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Also a~J 17=0 = o-~ (JN (9 ~~ 17=0) = o-~ (JN (9 K 7 ) where K o has 1:p2 on the
( 2+1) It-sl-l

main diagonal and P 1!p2 on the off-diagonal elements and K p has 2e

on the main diagonal, 1+e2 on the subdiagonal and eon the subsubdiagonal.
For testing Ho : p == awe get

tr (h-1 Oh1 I. )

op p==O

h-1 (8~11 )~-1
op p==o

and

tr(~-lO"; (IN 0 K p ))

NO"; tr(A*Kp)-N2
0"; tr(A*KpA*B;l)

(IN 0 A*KpA*)
-N (IN 0 A*KpA*B;lA*)
-N (IN 0 A*B;l A*KpA*)

+N2 (IN 0A*B;lA*KpA*B;lA*)

0"2
2u [-N tr(A*Kp )+N2 tr(A*KpA*B;l)

+e'eKp - N e*'eKp + N 2e*' (IN 0 K p) e*]

where e, e* are defined in appendix A.I and eKp == (L~ 0 KpA*) e. The
information matrix evaluated under the null hypothesis is obtained as

where 'if now is defined as 'if = (o-~, 0-;, o-~, p, e)'. By noting that (~~: Ip=o) =
aa:Eo for elements not involving p the only elements needed apart from those

"Yi
derived in appendix A.2 for the MA(l) specification are those containing p.
We have
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~ tr [~-l (~~: !p=o) ~-l (a~llp=o)]
a~ [ Ntr (A*2Kp ) -2N2tr (KpA*B;lA*2) ]
2" +N3 tr (KpA*B;lA*2B;lA*)

~ tr [~-l (~~: Ip=o) ~-l (a~llp=o)]
a~ [ N 2 tr (A*\l1A*Kp) -2N3 tr (KpA*B;lA *wA*) ]
2" +N4 tr (KpA*B;lA*lJ1A*B;lA*)

~ tr [~-l (~~: Ip=o) ~-l (a~llp=o)]
(J~ [ N 2tr(A*LeA*Kp) -2N3 tr (KpA*B;lA*LgA*) ]
2 +N4 tr (KpA*B;lA*LeA*B;lA*)

and

~ tr [~-l (a~llp=o) ~-l (a~llp=o)]
a~ [ N 2 tr ((A*Kp)2) -2N3 tr (KpA*Be1A*KpA*) ]

2 +N4 tr ((KpA*Be1A*)2) .

The corresponding expressions for testing H o : () == 0 are obtained by
replacing K p , Bel and Le with Ko, B;l and Lp respectively.





Appendix C

Proof of theorem 1

It is trivial to show that the information matrix is block-diagonal

and that 10 is of full rank under standard assumptions on the explanatory
variables. The information matrix of the variance parameters is for the i, j
element

The conditions on the r parameters ensures that ~ is of full rank. That I is
of full column rank then follows from the full column rank of

W = [vee (:~) , vee ( :~) , vee (:~) , vee ( ~~) ]

Suppose there exists a vector a ::f. 0 s.t.Wa == 0, then this must also hold for
the submatrix W* consisting of rows 1,2, T + 1 and T + 2 of W. For T == P

1 1 1 2a2 p
1-p2 (1_;2)2

1 0 1.!!p2
2a2 p a 2

W* == (1_;2)2 + 1-~2

0 0 1 2a2 p
1-p2 (1_;2)2

0 0 ----B- ~+~1-p2 (1_p2)2 1-p2
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For W*a == 0 it is clear that we must have al == a2 == 0 and that a3 and a4

are determined by rows 3 and 4. When p == 0, W*a == 0 iff a3 == a4 == 0 as
well giving a contradiction. For p -# 0 we normalize a4 to 1 and use row 3 to
obtain a3 == - 2a;p/ (1 - p2) 2. Substituting into row 4 yields

which again contradicts the premise. The proof is similar for T == e.
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Essay 2

Asymptotic properties of the
maximum likelihood
estimator of random effects
models with serial correlation

2.1 Introduction

Ever since the seminal work of Balestra and Nerlove (1966) there has been a
large interest in and use of random effects models. An important further de
velopment was the generalization of the one-way model with individual effects
to allow for serial correlation by Lillard and Willis (1978). This model cap
tures correlation in the data at the individual level and has been elaborated
by, among others, Anderson and Hsiao (1982), MaCurdy (1982) and Baltagi
and Li (1991, 1994). This is, however, not the only conceivable source of cor
relation. It is quite reasonable to expect random time effects to be correlated
as well - reflecting serial correlation in the variables driving unobserved time
specific heterogeneity. There are, consequently, a number of variations on ran
dom effects models allowing for correlation in the time effect. King (1986)
studies a one-way model with serially correlated time effects, Magnus and
Woodland (1988) consider a one-way model with both serially correlated time
effects and idiosyncratic errors in a multivariate setting and Revankar (1979)
proposed a two-way model with serially correlated time effects. Essay 1 de
rived a straightforward maximum likelihood estimator as well as hypothesis

* Co-authored with Sune Karlsson.
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tests for the latter model.
While random effects models with serial correlation in the error compo

nents are being used extensively in empirical work the theoretical aspects
are less well developed. Anderson and Hsiao (1982) consider the consistency
properties of the one-way model with individual effects and serially correlated
idiosyncratic effects. Amemiya (1971) proves the consistency and asyn1ptotic
normality of the maximum likelihood estimator of the standard two-way model
as both Nand T grows large. This essay extends the work of Anderson and
Hsiao and Amemiya by establishing the asymptotic properties of a comprehen
sive random effects specification which nests the one-way models with serial
correlation as well as the two-way model with serial correlation. More specif
ically, the model of interest is

with At an AR(l),

and Vit an AR(l),

Yit a + X~tf3 + d~1r + h~T+cit

fLi + At + Vit

Vit == PvVit-l + eit,

(2.1)

(2.2)

(2.3)

where Xit varies over both individuals and time, d t is individual-invariant
and hi is time-invariant. If there are no time effects we obtain the one-way
model with individual effects and serially correlated idiosyncratic errors and if
there are no individual effects we obtain the one-way model with both serially
correlated time effects and serially correlated idiosyncratic errors. Setting
Pv == 0 obtains the two-way model with serially correlated time effects and
setting P).. == 0 obtains a model not discussed previously in the literature.
That is, the two-way model with serially correlated idiosyncratic errors and
independent time effects. The standard one-way models and the standard
two-way model are, of course, nested in this specification as well.

In contrast to the earlier literature we consider both consistency and as
ymptotic normality with traditional large N and fixed T as well as with large
T fixed N and both Nand T large. We also pay special attention to the effects
of including time or individual-invariant explanatory variables in the model.

The organization of the essay is as follows. Section 2.2 presents the com
prehensive specification and the corresponding maxin1um likelihood estimator.
Section 2.3 derives the asymptotic properties and section 2.4 concludes with
some final remarks. All the proofs are in appendix B.
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2.2 The comprehensive specification

In matrix form the comprehensive model is written

41

with ZJl == (IN ® ~T), Z,\ == (~N ® IT), Z == (~NT,X,D,H), where X is
k1-dimensional, D == (~N ® d), d == (dl , ... , dT )' is k2-dimensional and H ==
(h ® ~T), h == (hI, ... , hN)' is k3-dimensional, k == Et=1 ki , 6 == (a, (3', 1r', T')',
p/ == (f-LI ..... 'f-LN)' A' == (AI, .... ,AT) and ~N is a vector of ones of dimen
sion N. Throughout we will maintain the assumption that eit rv N (0, 0-;) ,
f-Li rv N (0, O"~), Ut rv N (0, O"~) independent of each other and X, d and h. In
addition we assume that p).., Pv E (-1, 1).

The covariance matrix of the combined error term is given by

E(ee') == ZJlE(J.LJ.L')Z~ + Z)..E(AA')Z~ + E(vv')

O"~(IN ® JT) +a~(JN ® W,\) + a;(IN ® Wv )

(2.4)

where JT == ~T~~ a TxT matrix of ones and a~W).. is the covariance matrix
of .\ and 0"; Wv is covariance matrix of v.

Let A be the covariance matrix of the one-way model with individual
specific effects and serially correlated Vito We can then write

where

Following Baltagi and Li (1991) let C be the Prais-Winsten transformation
matrix for Wv and write

c- I (a~ (C~T) (C~T)' +a;IT) C-T

C-1 (O";J~ + a;E~) C-T

h 2 - d2 2 (1 )2 + 2 -Ja - a a'/d2 a' - ( , ) - (C )' dwere O"a - aJ..L - Pv O"e' T - ~T~T , ~T - a'~T-l - ~T an
E~ == IT - J~ with d2 == ~7!~T==a2 + (T - 1), a == J(l + Pv) / (1 - Pv). We
then have

A-I I C' (-2-Ja -2EQ:) C I A*== N® aa T+ae T == N®
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As in the first essay we can then write

~-1 A-I - A -l(LN ® IT) [0-~2W>:1 + N A*]-l(L~ ® IT)A- l

IN ® A* - (LN ® A*)[0-~2W>:1 + N A*]-l(L~ 0 A*)

IN (8) A* - (J~(~N (8) A*) [IT + N(J~\)!>.A*rl \)!>.(~:V (8) A*)

and
I~I == IA*I-N lIT + No-~WAA*I

Which gives the log-likelihood as

_ TN In21f _ N (T -1) In(J2 + N In ICl2 _ N In 0-2 (2.5)
2 2 e 2 2 Q

1 , ( *) 1 I 2 * I-"2€ IN @ A € - "2 In IT + No-uwAA

0-; ,( *) [ 2 *] -1 ( I *)+2€ LN0A IT+No-uwAA WA LN®A €

where 8 == (a, (3' , 7f' , r')' and 1 is the vector of covariance parameters, (o-~, 0-; ,
Pv' 0-;, PA)·

Evaluation of the likelihood requires numerical computation of the deter-
minant and inverse of the TxT matrix IT + No-; WAA*. The elements of the
score for the comprehensive log likelihood (2.5) are given in appendix A.l and
the information matrix in appendix A.2.

2.3 Asymptotic properties

Establishing consistency and asymptotic normality is complicated due to the
fact that the likelihood contains terms of different orders. Furthermore the
likelihood cannot be evaluated analytically which complicates matter further.

2.3.1 Assumptions

The following assumptions are sufficient for the results

(a) J-Li rv N (0, o-~) , Ut rv N (0,0-;) , eit rv N (0, o-~) independent of each other
and X, d and h. In addition X, d and h have full column ranks kl , k2

and k3 respectively where (XiI,' .. ,XiT, hi) is iid across i, i == 1, ... ,N
and (Xlt , ... , XNt, dt) is strictly stationary and ergodic across t, t ==

1, ... ,T with E IXjitl2 < 00, j == 1, ... , kl , E Idlt l
2 < 00, 1 == 1, ... , k2

and E Ihsi l
2 < 00, s == 1, ... , k3
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(b) e == {fJ: 8'8:::; c < 00,0 < a;'lb::; a;:s a;,ub,-l < Pi,lb::; Pi::; Pi,ub < I},
where ub, lb denote upper and lower bound respectively and j == J-L, U, e,
i == '\, v with eo the true parameter vector belonging to the interior of e

(c) The normalized moment matrix, N~Z'Z, converge in probability to a finite
positive-definite matrix as N --+ 00, T --+ 00 or N, T --+ 00. In addition
there exists a diagonal matrix, say T, such that the normalized quadratic
form

y-lZ'~-lZy-l

converge in probability uniformly on e to a finite positive-definite matrix
as N ~ oo,T ~ 00 or N,T --+ 00

The normality assumption on J1i' Ut and eit in (a) is certainly not necessary
for consistency arguments. It is well-known that maximizing a normal log
likelihood even though the errors are non-normal will in general give consistent
estimates given some moment conditions on I-li, Ut, eit. Inference is however
more complicated so it is convenient to stay in the Gaussian framework.

Assumptions (b) is standard whereas assumption (c) may require some
clarification. The first part of assumption (c) is the usual moment con
dition on the explanatory variables encountered in the asymptotic analysis
of least squares models. The second part is concerned with the quadratic
form, Z':E-1Z. It amounts to assuming that the normalized quadratic form,
y-1Z':E-1Zy-l, have the required limit properties. Lemma 6 in appendix B
derives the scalings necessary for the block diagonal elements to converge to
positive definite matrices. It follows from this that the scaling matrix must be
given by

(2.6)

where F,8 is a vector containing k1 JNT, and F'If' F T are vectors containing k2

y'T and k 3 y7V respectively. Contrary to Amemiya (1971) we do not assume
that plimN,T~oo tIT (tNT, X)' :E-1 (tNT, X) is non-singular. This is not true
as can be seen from the form of the scaling matrix in (2.6). The constant needs
different normalization and to complicate n1atters further the appropriate nor
malization depends on the relative rate of increase of Nand T. This indicates
a general problem with time-invariant and/or individual-invariant explanatory
variables and in this sense we can interpret assumption (c) as that the Hand
D matrices contain variables with "sufficient variation" in the Nand T di
mension respectively. In fact, plimT-4oo ~H/:E-l Hand plimN-400 hD'E-1D
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are null matrices whereas plimT~ooH'~-lH and plimN~ooD'~-lD are ran
dom matrices. The appropriate normalizations of these information elements
as both Nand T grows large are ];. and +respectively and in contrast to
the constant term these normalizations do not depend on the relative rate of
increase of Nand T. This illustrates that the behavior of the quadratic form,
Z':E-1Z, may differ sharply from that of the "ordinary form", Z'Z.

We might remark here that the normalization matrix given in (2.6) and
of course assumption (b) as well is only appropriate for the two-way model.
For the one-way model with individual effects D'~-lD ==Nd'A *d and hence
plimN~oo ];.D'~-lD is a random matrix. Similarly in the one-way model
with time effects plimT~oo ~H':E-lH is a random matrix. The appropriate
normalizations of the information elements D':E-1D, H'~-lH are JT and
];. respectively in the one-way model with individual effects and ~ and JT
respectively in the one-way model with time effects. The unique scaling matrix
for the one-way model with individual effects is obtained by letting the first
element of diag r be replaced with VIi and F 7T a vector containing k2 v'NT.
For the time effects case this matrix is obtained by replacing the first element
of diag Y with VT and letting F T be a vector containing k3 v'NT.

For the purpose of giving results for the one-way models we define e(i)

as the compact parameter space for the parameters of the individual effects
model, ()(i) == (8,,(i)) ,rCi) == (cr~,a;,pv). Correspondingly we define e(t) as
the compact parameter space for the parameters of the time effects model,
get) == (8"Ct)) ,,(t) == (a;,PV,a~,PA) and make the following additional as
sumptions

(b(i)) e Ci) == {()Ci) : 8'8 :S C < 00, 0 < cr;'lb ::; a; ::; cr;,ub' -1 < Pv,lb ::; Pv ::;
Pv ub < 1}, where ub, lb denote upper and lower bound respectively and

j ~ f-L, e with ()~i) the true parameter vector belonging to the interior of
e(i)

(b(t)) e(t) == {() : 8'8 ::; C < 00, 0 < a;,lb :S a; ::; a;'ub' -1 < Pi,lb ::; Pi :s;
Pi ub < 1}, where ub, lb denote upper and lower bound respectively and

j '= u, e, i = >., v with ()~t) the true parameter vector belonging to the
interior of e(t)

Unless otherwise indicated in the following results for the comprehensive
model use a"ssumptions (a)-(c) and results for the one-way model with individ
ual effects use assumptions (a), (b(i) ), (c). Accordingly, results for the one-way
model with time effects use assumptions (a), (b(t)) and (c).
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2.3.2 Consistency

Our first result is for the comprehensive model specified by the log-likelihood

(2.5). Define e= (<>,,) and let (j = (68), eo = (<>0,'0) denote the estimator

and true parameters respectively

Theorem 1 (Comprehensive model)

(i) e~ eo on e as N, T -7 00 (it does not matter how)

(ii) ~ ~ (30' T ~ TO on e as N -7 00 and if in addition T 2 2) (a~, a;, Pv) ~
(a~o, a;o, Pvo) on e as N -7 00

(iii) ~ ~ (30, ir ~ 7t"0 one asT -7 00 and if in additionN 2: 2) (a;,PV,a;,PA)
~ (a;o, Pvo, a;o, PAO) in an open neighborhood of (a;o, Pvo, a~o, PAO)

The proof proceeds by examining the probability limit of the log-likelihood
standardized by tIT. This method is not useful for dealing with the constant
term but it allows us to prove some global consistency results for the variance
parameters which are not easily obtained otherwise. The asymptotic proper
ties of the constant term are essentially established in two lemmas, lemma 6

and lemma 7 given in appendix B. Lemma 6 shows that a = min (VN, vT)
consistent and hence the constant is not consistently estimated if only N or
T -7 00. Note that the inconsistency of the constant does not affect con
sistency of the VN consistent parameters as N ~ 00. Nor does it affect
consistency of the vT consistent parameters as T ~ 00. The intuition for this
is that these estimators do not (at least not asymptotically) use information
about the constant. Analogously, inconsistency of for example 7t" (the parame
ters of individual-invariant explanatory variables) as N ~ (X) does not affect
consistency of the VN consistent parameters l .

Note that we assumed T 2:: 2 as N -7 00 to achieve identification of the
variance parameters (a~, a; ,Pv) and N 2: 2 as T ~ (X) to achieve identification
of the variance parameters (a~,PV,a;,PA). A similar requirement appears in
assumption (a) and these conditions are frequently redundant when there are
time or individual-invariant variables in the model.

A number of special cases emerges from the above theorem. For example,
consistency results for the two-way model with serially correlated time effects
and the two-way model with serially correlated idiosyncratic errors follow as

1The phrase" inconsistent parameters" is used here to refer to parameters whose estimator
converge to non-degenerate random variables.
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direct corollaries from theorem 1. In addition if Pv == PA == 0 and we have
no time or individual-invariant explanatory variables theorem 1 (i) gives the
consistency result of Amemiya (1971) for the standard two-way model. The
orem 1 (ii) and (iii) then gives consistency results as N ~ 00 and T ~ 00

respectively not covered in Amemiya (1971)2.
Theorem 1 does not apply to the one-way model with both serially corre

lated time effects and serially correlated idiosyncratic errors since we have not
allowed for (J~ == O. Consistency results for this model are however straight
forward to obtain

Corollary 1 (One-way model with time effects)

---(t) p (t ) ( )
(i) e ~ eo on etas N, T ~ 00 (it does not matter how)

(iii) a ~ ao,~ ~ (3o, if ~ ?To and T ~ TO on e(t) as T ~ 00 and if in

dd 't ' N > 2 (---2 --- ---2 --- ) P ( 2 2 ), , ha 't'ton _, (Je,Pv,(Ju,PA ~ (J"eO,PvO,(JUO,PAO 'tn an open ne'tg -
borhood of ((J";o, PvO, (J~o, PAO)

In contrast to the comprehensive model considered in theorem 1 it is in
this case possible to estimate all the parameters consistently as only T ~

00. This follows since there is no individual effect which confounds with the
constant term or the time-invariant explanatory variables. The constant is
accordingly n consistent no matter what the relative rate of increase of N
and T and T is accordingly VNT consistent. The non-presence of individual
effects also implies that there is a somewhat weaker identification condition
on the variance parameters ((J";, Pv) as N ~ 00.

Finally we give consistency results for the one-way model with individual
effects and serially correlated idiosyncratic errors

Corollary 2 (One-way model with individual effects)

---(i) (i) ( .)
(i) e ~ eo on e ~ as N, T ~ 00 (it does not matter how)

( ' ') --- p ~ p (3 --- P d --- P eCi) N d 'f .'t't a ~ aO,fJ ~ 0' T ~ TO an ?T ~ ?To on - as ~ 00 an 't 'tn

addition T ~ 2, (a~,a;,pv) ~ ((J"~o,(J";o,Pvo) on eCi) as N -7 00

2For the standard two-way model it is straightforward to prove global consistency of
a;, a; as T -t 00 (assuming N ~ 2),
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Table 2.1 Consistency properties of random effects models
Model Case Case

2-way (J.Li' At, Vit) N---4-oo T---4-oo

C NC C NC
At, Vit iid 13 2 2 a,1r,a~ j3,1r,a~,a~ 2,T,aJj,ae a,T,a~

At AR(l), Vit iid 13, T ,aJ.L ' a~ a,1r,a~,PA 13, 1r, a~, PA' a~ a,T,a~

At iid, Vit AR(l) 13 2 2 a,1r,a~ 13, 1r, a~, a~, Pv, T ,a~' a e' Pv a,T,a~

At AR(l), Vit ARCl) {3, T,a J.L' a~, Pv a, 1r, a~, PA 13, 1r, a~, PA, a~, Pv a,T,aJ.L

I-way (At, vid

C NC C NC

At, Vit iid j3,T,a~ a,1r,a~ a, {3, 1r, T ,a~, a~

At AR(l),vit iid {3,T,a~ a,1r,a;,PA a, 13, 1r, T ,a;, PA,a~
At iid, Vit AR(l) {3, T ,a~, Pv a,1r,a; a, 13, 1r, T ,a;, a~, Pv

At AR(l), Vit AR(I) 13, T ,a~, Pv a,1r,a;,PA a,{3,1r,T,a;,PA,a~,PV

I-way (J..Li,Vid

C NC C NC
Vit iid a, 13, T, 1r ,a~, a~ (3, 1r ,a~ 2

a,T,a~

Vit AR(l) a,j3,T,1r,a~,a~,pv 13, 1r ,a~, Pv a,T,aJ.L

Abbreviations: C=Consistent; NC=Not Consistent

Since no time effect confounds with the constant or the individual-invariant
explanatory variables a and 1r are VFi and VNT consistent respectively im
plying that all parameters are consistently estimated as only N ~ 00. We also
note that we do not need N 2:: 2 as T ~ 00 to identify the variance parameters
(a;, Pv).

The results in theorem 1 and corollaries 1 and 2 covers a number of in
teresting models conlmonly used in practice and it is useful to summarize the
consistency properties obtained. This is done in Table 2.1.

2.3.3 Asymptotic normality

Comprehensive model

In this section our interest centers on the asymptotic distribution of the ap

propriately scaled maximum likelihood estimator 7J = (6,9). Before the state

ment of the nlain theorem it is useful to collect some preliminary results which
appear in lemma 6 and 7 in appendix B.

Recall that assumption (c) ensures that the part of the limiting informa
tion matrix which belongs to the explanatory variables is a positive-definite
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matrix as either or both of the indices grow large. In case both Nand T ~ 00

this limiting matrix, denoted R, is obviously non-stochastic. A moments con
sideration also reveals that this matrix depends on the behavior of the ratio
N
T

Lemma 1 If ~ ---+ 00

R==

o
Rx

o
o
o

~ (Ehih~-EhiEh~)
aJ-t

where R x == plimN,T~oo JTX/~-IX and d; == (dt - PAdt-I).

If fJ ---7 00

R==

1
O"~

o
Rx

o
o

1 EdAdA1 _ (1_p>.)2 Ed Ed';r t t a~ t t

-l..Eh~
a~ 'Z

o
o

~Ehih~
aJ-t

Finally, if N, T ~ CX) simultaneously

R==

w 0
Rx

wEd~

o
:;\-Ed;dt' + VIEdtEd~
au

wEh~
'Z

o
wEdtEh~

:;\-Ehih~ + v2EhiEh~
aJ-t

h - 1 - _ (I_p>.)2 d -2were w - 2 ( )-2 2' VI - W 2 an V2 == w - (J"/-L •
aJ-t+ I-p>. au au

The lemma shows that when both Nand T ---7 00 the variance formula,
and hence the amount of information in the sample, depends on the behav
ior of the ratio I;j. It is in1portant to notice that this result does not re
late to assumptions about the sampling behavior of the time-invariant and
the individual-invariant explanatory variables. In fact it holds regardless of
wether the time-invariant and the individual-invariant explanatory variables
are regarded as fixed or stochastic. Note however that if these variables are
centered then R reduces to a block-diagonal matrix that only depends on the
behavior of the ratio ~ through the constant term.
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If only N or T --* CX) as in theorem 1 (ii) and (iii) part of the parame-
ter vector is not consistently estimated. In fact, only the subvectors ()i ==
(t3,T,')'(i») ,')'(i) = ((7~,(7~,Pv) and ()t = (t3,7r,')'(t»), ')'(t) = ((7~,Pv,(7~,P,\)

are consistently estimated as Nand T --* ex) respectively. The limiting dis
tributions of the subsets of consistently estimated parameters are of course
only interesting if they are information block-diagonal to the inconsistent pa
rameters. The following lemma, which is a direct consequence of lemma 7 in
appendix B, is useful in this respect

Lemn~a 2 As N --* ex) the information matrix is block-diagonal between ()i

and (Q, 'IT', 0-;, PA) and as T --* ex) the information matrix is block-diagonal
between ()t and (Q, 7' , o-~)

Motivated by this lemma the theorem below applies a mean-value expan
sion to the part of the score vector which belongs to the consistent subvectors.
In addition the elements of the limiting information matrix relating to the
consistently estimated subvectors does not depend on the nuisance parame
ters (Q, 1r', 0-;, PA) as N --* ex) nor on the nuisance parameters (Q, 7', a~) as
T --* 00. This fact is important since it implies that we can obtain useful
approximate variance formulas for the subsets of consistently estimated para
meters.

We now obtain the main result of this section. For this purpose define
F NT , FN and F T as diagonal matrices with

diagFNT

diagFN

diagFT

{min (VN, n) ,F(3,F1r ,Fr , VN, JNT, JNT, n,n}
{F(3,Fr, VN, JNT, JNT}

{ F (3, F 1r, J NT, J NT, n,n}
We shall also need notation for limits of submatrices of the quadratic form
in assumption (c). Let ZN==(X,H), ZT==(X,D), YN and YT diagonal such
that

diagYN

diag Y T

with

plim YNIZ~~-lZNYNl
N-H)O

1· "V"-lZ' ~-lZ "V"-lP 1m ~ T T LJ T .1. T
T-400
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and we further let (j denote a sequence such that plime== 00

Theorem 2 (Comprehensive model)

(i) FNT (0 - 00) ~ N (0, V (00 )) as N, T ~ 00, where

-1 ( ) . [-1 (8
2
l (t5 ,~) I) -1] [R 0 ]

V 00 = - :,],~ F NT aoao' e F NT = 0 V-I (00),

a finite non-singular matrix, with R == R (00 ) a I:f==1 ki +1 dimensional
matrix given in lemma 1 and V-I (00 )"1 is a diagonal matrix with

. -1 {Ill II}dlagV (00 )"1 == -4-' -4-' 2' -4-' 2
2ajlO 2aeO (1- Pvo) 2auo (1- PAo)

-1 (i) . [-1 (82l(is ,~) ) -1] [RNO]V N 00 ==-phm FN i if lei FN == 0 V-1(Oi).
N-HX) 80 80 N 0 'Y(-~)

a finite non-singular matrix, with R N == RN (Oh) a k1 + k3 dimensional
matrix and V1l (Ob),(i) given by

V1l (Ob),(i)

1 (a[o:1o) 2

2

(iii) FT(t -ot) ~N(O,VT(Ot)) asT~oo (assumingN?2), where
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a finite non-singular matrix, with RT == RT (Bb) a k1 + k2 dimensional
matrix and Vy;l (Ob))'(t) given by

where

vy;l (Ob))'(t)
_l_y+
(J"~o 'IT v , 'IT v

1
. 1
1m 

T-HX) 2T

_l_y+
(J"~o Lv, 'lTv

v+
Lv,Lv

tr ((W~lFW;lp) (IT - 2M)) + tr (W~lFMw~lpM)

tr ((W;;-lFW;;-lP) (IT - ~M)) + ~ tr (w;;-lFMw;;-lpM)

Corresponding asymptotic normality results for the standard two-way model
and the two-way model with serially correlated time effects or serially corre
lated idiosyncratic errors follow directly from theorem 2.

One-way models

Asymptotic normality results for the one-way models considered in corollary 1
and 2 can be derived quite easily given theorem 2. We concentrate on the one
way model with individual effects in this section, corresponding qualitative
results for the one-way model with time effects follow similarly.

The limiting infornlation matrix is, as in the two-way model, block-diagonal
between consistent and inconsistent parameters. This allows us to obtain the
marginal limiting distribution of the consistently estinlated parameters when
T ---7 CX) in the same n1anner as for the two-way model. Also, the limiting in
formation matrix for the consistently estimated parameters does not depend
on the inconsistent nuisance parameters, ensuring that we can estimate the
limiting variance consistently in the T ---7 00 case. In contrast to the two-way
model all parameters are consistent as N ---+ CX) and we obtain joint asymptotic
normality for the full parameter vector under N ---7 00 as well as N, T ---7 00.
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Make the following definitions

diag F(i)
NT

diag F~)

{-IN,F(3, F 7r ,Fr , -IN, VNT, VNT}

{ F (3, F 7r, VNT, VNT }

where F)$r, F~) are diagonal matrices and F 7r is as in assumption (c(i»). We
also define ()(i)t == (f3, 7r, ,(i)t) , ,(i)t == ((J~, Pv) and with some further obvious
notation we have

Corollary 3 (One-way model with individual effects)

a finite non-singular matrix, with R(i) = R(i) (eg») a 2:~=1 ki + 1 di

mensional matrix given by

~Eh·
0" J-L ~

o
o

~Eh~hi
O"J-L

h R (i) 1· 1 "\'N X'A*X R(i) r 1were x == p ImN,T-4oo NT L...ti=l i i, X,D == P IffiN,T-4oo NT

2:~1 X~A*d, dt = (dt - Pvdt-1) and [V(i) (eg») -y(i) ] -1 is a diagonal

matrix with
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(ii) F~T (7/i
) - eg)) ~ N (0,V~ (eg))) as N -+ 00 (assuming T 2: 2),

where

[v~ (e~i))]-l

a finite non-singular matrix, with R~ = R~ (e~i)) a l:~=1 ki + 1 di

mensional matrix and [v~ (eg)) "(i) ] -1 given by

a;oC1-pvO)2 l/:tJA *L La
a;oVT T v T
2

~ tr (A*'lJvA*Lv )

~ tr (A*Lv )2

[VT(i) (OOCi)t)] -1 == 10 [(FCi)) -1 (82
[(6, ,Ci)t) I ) (FCi)) -1]- ¥~~ T 80Ci)t80Ci)tI (j(i)t T

[ R~~ [VCi) (OCi)t) ]-~ ]
T 0 ,(i)t

a finite non-singular matrix, with R~) = R~) (eg)t) a k1 + k2 dimen

sional matrix and [v~) (og)t) .] -1 is a diagonal matrix with
,(t)t

dia [VCi) (OCi)t) ]-1 _ {_I I}
g T 0 "(i)t - 2(}~o' (1 - p;o)
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Comparing the results in the corollary above to the results in theorem 2
we note that

Property 1 In contrast to the comprehensive model the information elements
of (X, 7T' and T does not depend on the behavior of the ratio;; as both Nand
T grows large

Property 2 As N -+ 00 (or N, T -7 (0) the variance matrix of the variance
parameters ,ei) is the same in both models

That is we have the same large N asymptotics for the variance parameters,
,ei) in the one-way model with individual effects and the two-way model. Not
ing that the one-way model with individual specific ral1dom effects is typically
used in situations where large N asymptotics are appropriate this indicates
that it is asymptotically costless to variance robustify by including time spe
cific random effects as well. If in addition h is centered and X is centered in
the N dimension we have the same large N limiting variance in these models
for the parameter vectors {3 and T as well.

2.3.4 Misspecification

It is well-known that in the framework of the classical linear model misspeci
fication of the variance does in general not affect consistency of the regression
parameters, only efficiency. Unfortunately, in the present situation this need
not be true. As indicated by the results in theorem 1 and corollaries 1 and
2 problems arise since the true and the perceived error component structure
need not agree on the appropriate probabilistic orders3 . The theorem below
illustrates what can happen

Theorem 3 (Misspecification of error components) Suppose that the as
sumptions (a), (b) and (c) holds and the true model is the comprehensive model
considered in theorem 1 but the estimated model is the one-way model with in
dividual effects considered in corollary 2. Then, for ki == 1, i == 1,2,3

(i) :y(i)t is inconsistent as N -7 00, T -+ 00 or N, T -+ 00 and &; is incon
sistent as N -+ 00

3 Misspecification of the error components imply that the variance of the score and the
negative expected hessian need not be equal. In addition they need not have the same
probabilistic orders.
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(ii) - pAs both N, T -+ 00 (it does not matter how) 8 -+ 80 on e and as T -+ 00

(/3, if) L ({3o, 'lrQ) on e whereas a and T are inconsistent. In case of

N -t 00 both (a, if) are inconsistent, the situation for (/3, T) requires us

to distinguish between ifplimN-400 h- L Xithi is zero or not. If non-zero,

~ ~ (30 or T ~ TO (or both) on e iff h is centered and X is centered

in the N dimension. If zero, ~ ~ (30 on e iff X is centered in the N

dimension and T ~ TO on e iff h is centered

Part two of the theorem might seem counterintuitive in the light of stan
dard theory for linear regression. The key to understanding the result is to
note that it is the case N, T -+ 00, where all regression parameters are esti
mated consistently, that corresponds to the standard theory. In the N -+ 00

case we may think of the time effects as dummy variables erroneously excluded
from the model. Consistent estimation of the remaining regression parameters
then requires that the corresponding explanatory variables are orthogonal to
the excluded variables, hence the need for centering. Although centering of
the data recovers some of the consistency properties for the mean parameters
of a correctly specified one-way model it does not, and in contrast to the ro
bustification result in property 2, lead to the same asymptotic distribution4 .

There is a loss of efficiency and a sandwich-type variance-covariance estimator
should be used since the information matrix equality fails to hold. Also note
that the driving force for the result is the presence of the time specific effects
per sea Theorem 3 holds wether At is serially correlated or not.

2.4 Final reITlarks

Panel data models which allow for serial correlation are extensively used in
applied econometrics. This essay has explored the large sample theory for a
comprehensive specification which nests most of the models used in practice5 .

In contrast to the previous literature we have treated the constant term ap
propriately as well as allowed for both time or individual-invariant random
variables.

4 The reader may notice that although we are only able to recover some of the consistency
properties of the mean parameters in a correctly specified one-way model we obtain exactly
the same consistency properties of the mean parameters as for the two-way model.

5 Of course, none of the results in this essay are special to models with serial correlation.
In addition the results for the variance components and the ordinary explanatory variables
do not depend on the presence or non-presence of individual or time-invariant explanatory
variables.
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In terms of the consistency properties obtained our results reveal an inter
esting and, perhaps, unexpected difference between ordinary explanatory vari
ables and explanatory variables that are time or individual-invariant. Whereas
the parameters of ordinary explanatory variables are always estimated consis
tently whenever N or T ~ 00 the consistency properties of the parameters
of time or individual-invariant explanatory variables depend crucially on the
model. The source of this difference was attributed to confounding with time
effects and/or individual effects and, of course, if there are neither individual
nor time effects these parameters have the desirable properties of the parame
ters of ordinary explanatory variables.

Our results on asymptotic normality revealed a useful characterization of
the limiting information nlatrix. The set of consistent parameters (as N or
T ~ (0) are information block-diagonal to the set of inconsistent parame
ters and the set of consistent mean parameters are always information block
diagonal to the set of consistent variance parameters. In addition the elements
of information of the consistent parameters do not depend on the inconsistent
parameters, ensuring that the variance matrix of consistently estimated para
meters can be consistently estimated.

As an application of the results obtained we considered the consequences
of error component misspecification. In this situation it is useful to work with
deviations from means to guard (incompletely) against possible inconsistency
of the mean parameters and indeed the idea of centering is also useful in the
context of robustification.

Possible extensions of our results include introducing dynamics in form
of a lagged dependent variable as well as allowing for time trends commonly
employed in practice. Given the present results one would suspect that a linear
time trend is T 3/ 2 consistent in the two-way model and the one-way model
with time effects but Vl'iT3/ 2 consistent in the one-way model with individual
effects. However these and other issues are left for future work.



Appendix A

Score and Information

A.I The score vector

This appendix derives the elements of the score vector. For the regression
parameters we have the standard result

;~ = Z/~-le

and for the variance parameters the score is given by

!!!.- = _~ tr(~-l o~) + ~e/~-l o~ ~-le
01i 2 01i 2 01i

where 'Y =:;(a~, a;, Pv' a;, p)J
For a~ we have

(
-1 o:E )

tr ~ O(}~ tr (:E-1 (IN ® JT))

tr (IN ® A*Jr ) - tr [(tN 0 A*) B-1 (L~ ® A*Jr)]

N (1 - Pv)2 d2 N (1 - Pv)2 a/A*B-1 a
2 - 2 LT tT

aa aa

where B-1
=:; a~ (IT + Na~WAA*)-l WA

~-1 o~ ~-1 ~-l(IN 0 JT)~-l
oa2

Jl

(IN ® A*JTA*) - (IN ® A*JTA*B-1A*)

-(IN ® A*B-1A*JTA*)

+N(JN ® A*B-1A*JTA*B-1A*)
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Hence

ol
O(J"2

JL

APPENDIX A. SCORE AND INFORMATION

where e == (t~ 0 A*) e and e == (t~ 0 A*B-1A*) e. For (J"; we have

(
-1 O:E)

tr ~ 8(J~

and

with

ol
a(J"~

For a~ we have

(
-1 o:E )

tr ~ 8(J~

tr (:E-1 (IN 0 llJv))

tr (IN 0 A*wv) - tr [(tN 0 A*) B-1 (t~ 0 A*'ltv)]

Ntr(A*'ltv) - Ntr (A*WvA*B-1)

IN 0 A*wvA* - (IN 0 A*WvA*B-1A*)

-(IN 0 A*B-1A*'l!vA *)

+N(JN 0 A*B-1A*'l!vA *B- 1A*)

tr(:E-1(JN 0 \l1)J)

N tr(A*'1J;\) - N 2 tr(A*'l!,>tA*B-1),

== ~-l(JN 0 W;\):E-1

(IN 0 A*w;\A*) - N(JN 0 A*B- 1A*\lJ;\A*)

-N(JN 0 A*w;\A*B-1A*)

+N2(JN 0 A*B-1A*w;\A*B-1A*)
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and

59

81 N (* ) N
2

(* A* 1 )- 2 tr A \If A + 2 tr A WA B-

1 N 2

+2"e' \(1>..e-Ne' \(1>"€+2€'\(1>..€

Finally for the parameters in wA and Wv let LA == 8a'1'A == ~12WA+~1D
PA -p -p

where D is a band matrix with zeros on the main diagonal and ip~-l on the
ith subdiagonal and define Lv similarly, we then have

and

A.2 The information matrix

This appendix derives the elements of the information matrix. For the first
element we have the result

I8,8 == Z'~-lZ

and the elements I8,'"Yi are simply computed as

I == Z':E-1 8:E ",,-1
8 "Y. a LJ €
'/~ Ii

Next the elements of the information matrix for the I parameters are
obtained as

1 -1 8:E -1 8:E
L'Yi'Yi = 2" tr[~ (81'i)~ (81'j )]

For the elements involving (J"~
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where B-1 is defined in appendix A.1.

T 2 2 == ~ [ N tr (A*'l!v)2 - 2N tr (A*'l!v A *B-1A *'l!v) ]
CTe,CT e 2 +N2tr (B-IA*'l!vA*) 2

I _~ [Ntr(A*WvA*WA)-2N2tr(A*WvA*B-1A*WA)]
(j~,(j~ - 2 +N3 tr (B- 1A*WvA*B-1A*WAA*)

I2 _O"~ [Ntr(A*WvA*LA)-2N2tr(A*WvA*B-IA*LA)]
(je'PA - 2 +N3tr(B-1A*WvA*B-IA*LAA*)

_ 0-; [Ntr(A*'lJvA*Lv ) -2Ntr(A*WvA*B-1A*Lv) ]
ICT~,pv - 2 +N2tr (B-1A*'l!vA*B-1A*LvA*)

Finally for the elements involving O"~, PA and Pv we have

I2 2 == ~ [N2 tr(A*WA)2 -2N3tr(A*WAA*B-1A*WA) ]
CTu,CTu 2 +N4 tr(B-1A*'l!>.A*)2

I _ O"~ [N2tr(A*'l1AA*LA)-2N3tr(A*'l1AA*B-IA*LA)]
(j~,PA - 2 +N4tr(B-IA*WAA*B-IA*LAA*)
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_a; [ Ntr(A*w,AA*Lv) - 2N2tr (A*W,AA*B-1A*Lv) ]
Ia~,pv - 2 +N3 tr(B-1A*'l!>-A*B-1A*Lv A*)

I _ (J~ [ N 2 tr(A*L,A)2 - 2N3 tr (A*LAA*B-1A*LA) ]
PA,PA - 2 +N4 tr (B-1A*LAA*)2

I _(J~(J~ [Ntr(A*LAA*Lv)-2N2tr(A*LAA*B-1A*Lv)]
PA,Pv - 2 +N3 tr (B-1A*LAA*B-1A*LvA*)

I _ (J~ [Ntr(A*Lv)2-2Ntr(A*LvA*B-IA*Lv)]
Pv'Pv - 2 +N2 tr (B-1A*LvA*)2
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Appendix B

Proofs

A number of expressions involving the components of the variance matrix :E
appear frequently in the proofs. A series of lemmas below summarizes some
basic results for these expressions. Unless otherwise indicated in case of joint
convergence (N, T --7 (0) no restriction on the indices are needed and joint
limits can also be computed as sequential limits by letting T --7 00 followed
by N --7 00, see Phillips and Moon (1999, corollary 1).

Lemma 3 Let C be the Prais- Winsten transformation matrix for an AR(l)
process with parameter p, 'l1 the variance covariance matrix of an AR(l)
process with parameter r and unit variance and let Lr be a vector with first
element vi(1 + p) / (1 - p) and remaining T - 1 elements unity.

tr (ewe')

lim ~ tr (CwC')
T-4OO T

lim ~LOJCWC'La
T-,;oo T T T

2 2(T-1) (T-2)(21)
-1--2 - 1 2 rp + 1 2 P +-r -r -r
(p2 + 1) - 2rp

1 - r 2
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where C1 = (1 - 1'2), C2 = (1' - p) (1 - p2) 1/2 and C3 = (1 - 21'p + p2). Note
that theses matrices are independent of N and that the limits hold when
N, T ~ ()() as well.

Lemma 4 Let A * == C' (a;;2j~ + a;2E~) C and consider vech A * we then

have elementwise convergence ofvech A * to the infinite sequence vech (~\l1;~)
(J"e '

at the rate T- 1 as T ~ ()().

Let B == \l1~1 + N a;A* we then have

( )

-1
. -1 -1 2 -2 -1hm vech B == vech W..\ 00 + N au a e 'lJv 00

T~oo ' ,

lim vechB-1 0
N~oo

lim l/~'A*B -1 l,Q 0N T T
~oo

lim ~l,Q'A*B- 1l,Q 0, Vp > 1
T~oo TP T T

lim tr (A*B- 1A*W) 0
N~oo

lim ~ !B-1
1 0

N~ooN

lim -.!. I B-1
1 0

T~ooT

lim N~ IB-1
1 0

N,T~oo

and

lim ~ In IB-1
1

0
N~CX)

lim N~ In IB-1
1 o.

N,T~oo

Proof. To obtain the elementwise convergence of vech A * we write
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d t th t a.le - ( (l+Pv)(l-p~) - 1 - 1 - 1) Th 1 tan no e a LT - 1-pv Pv, Pv,---, Pv' - eeemen s

of -;be'LrLT'e ---7 0 as T ~ 00 since d2 == Q2 + (T - 1). Next the es
tablished limit for vech B-1 as T -+ 00 follows from the elementwise con
vergence of vechA* as T ~ 00 and limN~oovechB-1 == 0 follows since
limN~oo ~B == (J~A* elementwise. Then limN~ooLT'A*B-1LT == 0 and
limN~ootr (A*B-1A*W) == 0 follows immediately from limN~oovechB-1 ==
O. To establish the T ---7 00 limit of ip LT'A*B-1//f == 0, p > 1 we note that
for N fix and T ~ 00 vech B-1 converges elementwise to the infinite sequence

vech ('11';:-,~ + Na~a;2'11;'~) -1 which has the form of the inverse of a MA(l)
covariance matrix, that is the off-diagonal elements decay exponentially_ Since
A * converges elementwise to a band-diagonal matrix it follows that A *B-1

converges elementwise to a matrix with exponentially decaying off-diagonals.
Hence ~L7!A*B- 1 Lr converges to a constant since this is the sum of the ex
ponentially decaying elements in A *B-1 and

follows.

T? esta~lis~ the .limits for IB-l \ w:. note that B- '11,;:-1 = N a~A* is positive
defimte whIch ImplIes that IBI > '11,\ 11 = 1- P~ and IB-l l < 1'11'\1 = 1-~l.

In addition IB-1/ > a since B is positive definite and the results follow.
For In IB-1\ we have In IB-1\ < -In (1- p~), a lower bound is obtained

from the Hadamard determinant theorem,

T T

IBI ~ IT bjj = IT [1jrij + Na~a;j]
j==l j==l

implying In IB-ll 2:: - 2:;=1 In [1/J
jj + Na~a;j] 2:: - 2:;=1 In (1 + P~ + Nk) =

-TIn (1 + P~ + Nk) where k == maxajj _ Note that k depends on T and
approaches (J~ (1 + p~) /0-; as T ~ 00 •

Lemma 5 Let:Eo be the variance matrix :E evaluated at 00 _ Then

lim NIT tr :E-1:Eo
T~oo (

1 _ ~) a;o [(p~ + 1) -22Pvopv]
N (Je 1 - Pvo

+N
1
T lim tr (pOp-I)
T~oo
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lim NIT tr ~-1~0
N-4OO

1· 1 t ~-1~ (J~o [(p; + 1) - 2PVOPV]1m -- r L..I .LIO == - 2
N,T-+oo NT O"~ 1 - Pvo

Proof. Standard matrix algebra yields

1 -1
NT tr~ ~o

o ,j == A, v

o ,j == A, v

To establish the limit as T -7 (X) note that for the first term

. 1 2 -2 2 ( )2hm -0" j100"a d 1 - Pv == 0
T-+oo T

since 0"~oO"-;2d2 (1 - Pv)2 == 0 (1). For the next two terms

lim ~0"-2d-2LaIC'lJ· e'La
T-4OO TaT JO T

lim ~d-2La,c'1J· e'La
T-+oo T T JO T

follows from lemma 3 since 0"; == 0 (T) and d2 == 0 (T). The lin1its as T -7 (X)

of the fourth and fifth term follow from lemma 3 and lemma 4 established
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that the sixth term converges to zero. For the last two terms we have by the
elementwise convergence of vech A * and vech B-1 established in lemma 4

lim 2. tr (A*B-1A*'1tjo)
T-->tOC> T

I, 1 (-2'1lT.. -1 ( ..T .. -1 N 2 -2 ..T.. -1)-1 -2 ..T.. -1 ..T.. )
T~~ T tr (Je ~v ~ A + (Ju(Je ~v (Je ~v ~jO

which is well defined (and non-zero) since the diagonal elements of the ma
trix are 0 (1). Repeatedly applying elementary results on inverses of sums
(Dhrymes (1984, p. 39)) to these last two terms and then collecting terms
obtains the expression given in the theorem. This completes the proof of the
T -t 00 case.

Now consider the case when N -t 00. Since all but the three last terms
are independent of N we need only consider these, Then

lim 2.(J2 (J2(J-2(1-p )2 LCdA*B-1LQ a
N -->t0C> T J-L0 u ex v T T

1· 1 2 2 (A*B-1A* ..T..) 01m T(Juo(Ju tr ~ AO
N-->too

follows from lemma 3, and

lim T
1
Na~oa~ tr(A*B-1A*ll!".Ao) = T

1
a~otr('1t.AoA*)

N-->tOC>

follows since limN-->tOC> NB- 1 == ((J;A*) -1 elementwise, Collecting terms as in
the T ---7 00 case then gives the result.

Finally the result for N, T ---7 00 follows by taking sequential limits and
using lemma 3 •

The following len1ma gives some basic limit results for the expressions
Z/~-lc, L~T:E-ILNT,D':E-1D and H':E-1H. In the proof of the results in
this lemma we make extensive use of elementary results on inverses involving
sums (Dhrymes (1984, p. 39)), applying them repeatedly to obtain manage
able expressions.

Lemma 6 As N -t oo,T -t 00 or N,T -t 00

plim ~Tx/,£-le= 0

If both N, T ---7 00 and if ~ -t 00

I, 1, ~-l
P 1m TLNT~ c

N,T-->too

, 1, -1
hm -LNT~ LNT

N,T-->toc> T
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If both N, T ~ 00 and if ~ --f 00

I, 1 I ~-1 0
P 1m N tNTLJ e

N,T-HX>

l' 1 I ~-1 1
1m N tNTLJ tNT 2

N,T--+oo (j J.L

If N, T ~ 00 simultaneously

I, 1 I ~-1
P 1m N tNTLJ e

N,T-HX)

, 1 I -1
hm NtNT:E tNT

N,T-HX)

As T ~ 00 or N, T ~ 00

As N ~ 00

As N ~ 00 or N, T ~ 00

As T ~ 00

I, 1 I ~-1 0
P 1m T tNTLJ e ==

N,T--+oo

, 1 I -1 1
hm -tNT:E tNT == -------

N,T--+oo T (j~ + (j~ (1 - p>J-2

plim ~TH/~-le= 0

If both N, T ~ 00 and if ~ --f 00

plim ~D/:E-ID
N,T--+oo T

plim ~D/:E-ID
N,T--+oo T

plim ~H/:E-IH
N,T--+oo N

1 I' 1 h/h-plm-
(j~ N--+oo N



plim ~D':E-1D
N,T---+oo T
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h S - ("'T (d d) (d d)' (l-p),o)2 ",T-I ~T-I d d')were ,\ - LJt=2 t - P,\ t-I t - P,\ t-I - T LJt=2 Dr=2 t r .

Finally, if N, T ---+ 00 simultaneously

T-IT-I

plim T\ S>. + plim ( 1 2 ) L L dtd~
T---+oo (J"u T---+oo T2 (J"2 + 0" y 2 t-2 -2

1-£ (I-p),) - r-

1 ,- 1 ,-
plim N 2 hENh + plim ( 2) hJNh
N---+oo (J"1-£ N---+oo N (J"2 + O"y 2

1-£ (l-p),)

Proof. To obtain the limit results for .rJTX'E-1e we write

1 (1 - Pv) T N
NT X ''£,-1 e NT(72 LLXi,trttLi (B.l)

Q t=1 t=l

(1 _ Pv) T N NIT N N

- N2T(72 L L L Xi,trttLj + N2T L L L Xi,tCttLj
a t=l j=l i=l t=l j=l i=l

1 T T N

+NT L L L Xi,tA;,TVi,T
r=lt=l i=l

1 T T N N

- N2T L L L L Xi,tA;,TVj,T
r==lt==lj==l i==l

1 T T N N

+N2T LLLLXi,tLt,TVj,T
r==lt==lj=l i==l

1 T T N

+-""' ""' ""' X· tLt,r ANT L.J L.J L.J t, r
r=l t==l i==l

where rt denotes the t : th element of C'I/;; and Ct denotes an element of

the T x 1 vector (N(7~'I!>.+ (A*)-1) -1 LT. Further Lt,T denotes the tr : th

element of the TxT matrix L-1 = (N(7~'I!>. + (A*)-1) -1 and At,T denotes

the tr : th element of the TxT matrix A *.
First we consider the probability limits of the terms involving /-li

(1 _ ) T N

plim NT:~ L L Xi,trttLi = 0
a t==l i==l

(1 _ ) T N N

plim N2;;v2 LLLXi,trttLj 0
a t==l j==l i==l
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as N ----7 00, T ----7 00 or N, T ----7 00 are straightforward to show since C'Lr is a
constant vector. To establish corresponding results for

1 T N N

plim N2T L L L Xi,tctl-tj
t==l j==l i==l

(B.2)

we need to consider the properties of Ct. First, since Ct is the t : th element of
LtT == (j~2 (1 - Pv) B-1C'Ly and B-1 converges elementwise to a matrix with
exponentially decaying off-diagonals, every element of LtT is an exponentially
decaying sum. Secondly, by the properties of B-1 every element of LtT is

o ((NT)-l). This shows that (B.2) is zero as either or both of the indices

grows large.
For the elements involving the idiosyncratic errors, Vit

1 T T N

plim NT LLLXi,tA;,rVi,r 0
r==l t==l i==l

1 T T N N

plim N2T L L L L Xi,tA;,rVj,r 0
r==lt==lj==li==l

as N ----7 00, T ----7 00 or N, T ----7 00 holds since A * == C' ((J~2J~+ (J;2E~) c,
c'c is band-diagonal and C'Lr is a constant vector. To be able to write

1 T T N N

plim N2T LLLLXi,tLt,rvj,r = 0
r==lt==lj==li==l

(B.3)

as N ----7 00, T ----7 00 or N, T ----7 00 we need to establish some properties of
L-1. For this purpose we let CWvC' == IT, Q be the eigenvectors of W). in the
metric of wv. That is, CWvC'== QA where A is diagonal and Q is orthogonal.
Further let W == C'Q we can then write

Wv W-1'W-1 == C-1QQ'C-1,

WA C- l QAQ'C-1, == W-1' AW-1

and

L
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where :r; == Q'J~Q is idempotent, D ==Ncr~A + cr~IT is diagonal. Since A is
diagonal with bounded constant elements setting A ==<pIT will not change the
order properties of L-1. Hence, defining~ == IT - J~ we obtain

which shows that L -1 is similar to A * except that the elements of L -1 are
o (N- 1). This shows that (B.3) holds.

Finally for the term involving At

1 T T N

plim NT LLLXi,tLt,rAr = 0
N-+oo r=1 t=l i=1

follows since the elements of L -1 are 0 (N- 1). Next

1 T T N

plim NT LLLXi,tLt,rAr = 0
T-+oo r=l t=1 i=l

since At have zero mean and by the properties of L-1. It follows that the
probability limit is zero as both Nand T --7 00 as well. This completes the
proof of the first result in the lemma. We consider next the limits of the terms
involving the constant.

To obtain results for L~T~-le we let X it == 1 Vi, t in (B.1). This gives

TNT N T

~~T:E-le = (1 - Pv) L L CtfLi + L L CtVi,t + N L CtAt
t==1 i=l t=l i==l t=l

If ¥ --7 00 we normalize by ~ to obtain

(1 _ ) T N

plim T
Pv L L CtfLi 0

N-+oo t=l i=l

1 T N

plim T L L CtVi,t 0
N-+oo t=1 i=1

T

plim plim ~ L CtAt 0
T -+00 N -+00 t=1
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as a consequence of the properties of ct. To obtain corresponding results for
I ~-l ·tLNT£.j LNT wrl e

and note that if Xi == LT Vi we arrive at

L~T~-ILNT NL~L-I LT = NL~ (No-~'1t,\ + (A*)-I) -1 LT

0-;;-2 (1 - Pv) NL'r (No-~'1t,\A* + IT) -1 C'Lr

a-;2a -;;2 (1 - Pv) L'r (WAA*)-l C'Lr + 0 (N-1)

a-;2a -;;2 (1 - Pv) L'r (A*)-l w~lC'Lr+ 0 (N-1)

since TJt = L~C-ILr = Jt-p'f, I:J=o Pi + I:J=o (T - j) Pi = 0 (T)

I ~-l
LNT£.j LNT

(1 - Pv) L' C-1 (o-~ - o-~ La La' + 0-21 ) C-1/W-1C'La
a 2a 2 T d2 T T eTA T

a u

+0 (N-1
)

(1 - Pv) (a 2 (1 _ P )2 rn Lal +a2L' C-1) C-1'W-1C'La
(}2 a 2 J-L V' It T eTA T

a u

+0 (N-1
)

hence if both N, T ~ 00 and J¥ ~ 00

1· 1· 1 I ~-l1m 1m -LNT£.j LNT
T-?oo N-?oo T

'11 a 2

1° 'It J-L (1 )3 aIC-1',Tr-1C' a
1m T 2 2 - Pv LT '.l.' A LT

T-?oo a aau

rn a 2

1° 'It J-L (1 _ )2' C'C-1/,Tr-1C' a
1m T 2 2 Pv LT '.l.' .A LT

T-?oo aa()u

1° TJt (1 ) (3' C C' Q:
1m Td2 2 - PA LT A LTT-?oo ()u

1 2
- (1- PA)
a 2

u

where L~ == L~CA and C A is the Prais-Winsten transformation matrix for
WAo Alternatively this can be derived by noting that limN-?oo vech (hL) ==
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, (1- )2 (3' (3 (1_)2
vech((J;w-\) andhencehmN~oo¥L~L-1LT== T~~ LTLT~ :1' asT~

00. If J; ~ 00 we have U U

T N

plim plim (l-;v) L L Ctl-ti 0
N~ooT~oo t=l i=l

1 T N

plim N L L CtVit 0
T~oo t=l i=l

T

plim LctAt 0
T~oo t==l

For L~T~-lLNTwe arrive at

1, , ~-1 l' N' (N 2 ..T, 2J 2 ..T, )-11m LNT LJ LNT == 1m LT (Ju ~ -\ + (J JL T + (Je ~ v LT
T---4OO T---4oo

and hence proceeding by induction

1, l' 1, ~-l 1
1m 1m N LNTLJ LNT == 2

N~ooT~oo (JJL

Finally if N, T ~ 00 simultaneously we obtain

, 1, -1
phm TLNT~ e ==0

N,T~oo

, 1, -1 1
hm -LNTh LNT == 2

N,T---4oo T (J~ + (J~ (1 - p-\)-

This completes the proof for the terms involving the constant and we proceed
to consider the limit results for the terms involving time-invariant explanatory
variables or individual-invariant explanatory variables,

To prove that

N N

plim ~D'~-lc= plim ~L d'L-1 t.Tl-ti +plim ~ L d'L-lvi + plim ~d'L-loX
i=l i=l

is a null vector as either T ~ 00 or N, T ~ 00 it suffices to note the properties
of L -I, By the properties of L-1 we similarly have plimN~oo ~d'L-1A =I 0

and plimN~oo ~d'L-1A == 0, Results for plim ~H':E-1e and plim JTH':E-1e
can be shown analogously, Remaining results can be derived by noting that

~D':E-1D =~d'L-1d, and *H'~-lH d2~~y)2h'ENh+LT~lLTh'JNh.
Q
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The next and final lemma gives some important results about the limit
behavior of the information cross-elements for the mean parameters, l5 and
the elements I8,,' Limit results for the elements I", appear in theorem 2.
To summarize some of the content in this lemma we can say that the set
of consistent parameters (as N -4 00 or T -+ (0) are information block
diagonal to the set of inconsistent parameters and that the set of consistent
n1ean parameters and the set of consistent variance parameters are always
information block-diagonal.

Lemma 7 As either or both of Nand T -+ 00 the cross-elements (prop

erly normalized of course) I f3 ,C"a) , I 1r,C'1,'2), I r ,C'2,'3) and I a"2' converge el
ementwise to zero in probability (or in expectation), where 11 == a~, 12 ==
(a;,pv) and 13 == (a;,PA)' As N -4 00 (no matter what T is) this holds for

I'1,Ca,T,1r"2) , I'2"3' I f3 ,1r and as T -+ 00 (no matter what N is) forI'2,(a,1r,r"1) ,
I'Y2'13 ' and I{3,r' We now concentrate on mainly the non-zero cross elements
of interest. If only N -+ 00

lim _I_I. = (1 - P>..) d'e' ,J3
p -IT a;rr 17~.JT A T

where C~C A == W~I, (1 - PA) t? == CAtT, hence if N, T -+ 00 such that If -+

00

)
2 T-l

. 1 (1 - PA . 1 ~ I
phm T'Io.,1f = 2 phm T L... d t

au T~oo t==2

and if T -+ 00 or N, T -+ 00 such that %-+ 00

plim ~'Ia 1f = 0
yT '

If N, T -+ 00 simultaneously

1 1 1 T-l

plim - I a ,1r == -2 plim T L d~
T 0-; (1 - PA) + a~ T~oo t==2

If only T -+ 00
N

plim ~'Ia,T = vft 2 L h:
yN N(J/-l i=1

hence if N, T -+ 00 such that %-+ 00

N

1· 1 'T 1 l' 1 ~ h'p 1m NLa,r == 2 P 1m N L... i
(J /-l N~oo i==1
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and if N ---t 00 or N, T -+ 00 such that ~ -+ 00

plim ~Ia'T = 0

If N, T -+ 00 simultaneously

plim ~Ia'T =

plim ~I7fT
yNT '

N

1 l' 1"h'
2 -2 2 P 1m N L..J i

au (1 - p)J + a J.l N--7-oo i==l

1 1 T-l N

2 -2 2 plim NT L cit L h~
(J"u (1 - p)J + a J.l t==2 i==l

(B.4)

and otherwise for the last term

plim ~I7f T = 0
yNT '

Proof. These results can be proved with exactly the same methods as in
lemma 6. In fact the same matrices are involved in the expressions and the
proof is therefore omitted _

Next we give the proofs of the theorems in the text.
Proof theorem 1. The method of proof is to examine the probability

limit of the standardized log-likelihood. It is however not useful for dealing
with the constant. In fact, the constant drops out of the analysis. The reason
for adopting this method is that we can (in most cases) prove global consis
tency results for the other parameters which are not easily obtained otherwise.
Asymptotic properties of the constant term are established separately at the
end of the proof.

The negative of the log likelihood is up to an irrelevant term given by

( ~) N I *\ 1 I 2 *1¢ u" == 2 ln A + "2ln IT + Nauw,\A

1 I 1+2 (y - Zd) ~- (y - Zd)

N I *1 1 I 2 *12 ln A + 2"ln IT + N(J"u w,\A

+~ (do-d)' Z'}J-IZ (do-d)

1
+-e':E-1e+ (150 -15)' Z':E-1e

2

By theorem 4.1.1 of Amemiya (1985) we need to verify that (i) the parameter
space 8 is a compact subset of the Euclidean K-space, (ii) ¢(15,,) is continuous
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in e E e for all (y, X) and is a measurable function of (y, X) for all (j E 8,
(iii) W- 1¢(6,1') converges to a nonstochastic function, say ¢o, in probability
uniformly in eE e as W -1' 00 and ¢o is uniquely minimized at eo. Since (i)
follows from assumption (b) and (ii) is trivial it remains to show (iii). This
involves finding the limit of W-l¢(~,~) as W ~ 00 with W == N, W == T
and W == NT respectively.

First we consider the uniform probability limit of (B.4) as N, T ~ 00.

Note that

where :Eo denotes :E evaluated at (jo. Hence using lemma 5, lemma 6 and 7
and assumption (c)

plim ;T¢(8, ,,,/)
N,T-400

- lim -2
1

In ICl2 + lim -2
1

In (d2cy~ (1 - Pv)2 + CY;)
T-4OO T T-4OO T

N (T - 1)+ lim lncy2

N,T-400 2NT e

+ lim N
1

InIIT+NO"~'l!>.A*1
N,T-400 2 T

+~ ({3 -(3)' R x ({3 -(3) + 0";0 [(p~ + 1) - 2PvoPv]
2 0 0 20-2 1 _ p2e vO

with Rx == plimN,T-4oo JTX'~-lX, since leI == 0 (1),

lim 2N
1

T In lIT + NCY;W)..A*I == 0N,T-400

and using lemma 4 we arrive at

~I 2+~(a_~)'R ((3_(:.1)+0";0 [(P~+1)-2PvOPv]
2 n ae 2 fJO fJ x 0 fJ 2a2 1 _ p2

e vO
(B.5)

and it is straightforward to verify that (B.5) is uniquely minimized at {3== (30'
a; == a;o and C == Co. Having established the consistency of maximum
likelihood estimators ~,&;, pv as N, T ~ 00 we obtain the uniform probability
limit of (B.4) as N -7 00 with T ~ 2 a fix constant. For this purpose let
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, == (f3', T')'

. 1
phm NT¢(~")
N-HXJ

where we have used lemma 5 to evaluate limN---+oo 2krEe'''''E-1e, lemma 4, 6
and lemma 7 and that' is uniquely identified with' == '0' We then have

plim NIT¢(~',)
N---+oo

(B.6)

Evaluating tr (CwvoC') and LT'C'I!vOC'Ly as in lemma 3 we can show that
(B 6) ' . 1 ... d 2 2 d 22Th'. IS unIque y mInImIze at Pv == Pvo, (Je == (JeO an (J J-L == (JJ-L0' IS

establishes the consistency of ~,&;,Pv as N --+ 00 as well as the consistency
of &~' T as N --+ 00 or N, T --+ 00.

Consider next the uniform probability limit of (B.4) as N 2:: 2 is fix and
T --+ 00. Noting that lemma 6 and 7 and assumption (c) ensures that 'l/J ==
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((3' ,7r')' is uniquely identified we have

APPENDIX B. PROOFS

plim NIT¢(t5,~)
T-HX)

== lim 21Tln1A*1 + lim 2N1TlnIIT+N(J~'lJAA*1
T-H)O T-+oo

+i~ 2~T tr~-l~o

using lemma 5 and after some matrix manipulation we arrive at

plim N1T¢(t5,~)
T-+oo

(B.7)

where Po and P are given in lemma 5. The first and second row of (B.7)
are uniquely minimized at O"~ == 0";0' Pv == Pvo. However we cannot evaluate
the last two rows analytically which complicates showing uniqueness globallyl.
We can prove the existence of a consistent root though (cf. Amemiya (1985,
theorem 4.1.2)). Applying matrix differentiation to (B.7) using standard re
sults for interchanging the limit and the derivative e.g. Rudin (1976, p 152)
it is straightforward to show that the true parameters are a solution to the
first order condition. Of course then we also need to verify that the second
derivative matrix is positive-definite when evaluated at the true parameters.
But this is straightforward to do as well. This proves the global consistency
of ~,if as T ~ 00 (and also the global consistency of if as N, T ~ (0) and
the existence of a local consistent root for a;, Pv' &~, PA as T ~ 00. Since
the information matrix is positive definite over the full parameter space when
N, T ~ 00 (as shown in theorem 2) this also proves the global consistency of
.-2 -.. N T(Ju' P>.. as , --t 00.

1In case of Pv == P>.. == 0 (B.7) reduces to

(1 1) 2 ( 1 1) 0";02" - 2N In 0"e + "2 - 2N O"~

1 ( 2 2) 1 N O"~o + 0";0
+ 2N In NO" u + a e + 2N N O"~ + O"~

which is globally minimized at the true parameters if N 2: 2.
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Finally we obtain results for the constant term. To obtain a local consis
tency result for a as N, T --* 00 it suffices to consider lemma 6. In fact a can
be shown to be globally consistent as N, T --* 00 by the results in lemma 6
and lemma 7 and the fact that the information matrix is positive definite over
the full parameter space for the remaining parameters. As a special case of
lemma 6 we obtain the inconsistency of a as orlly N -t 00 or T --* 00 •

Proof theorem 2. We first derive the results when N, T --* 00 and
hence the full parameter vector is consistently estimated. For the purpose
of establishing asymptotic normality of 8 it is useful to structure t5 as t5 ==
(a, 7r', 7', (3')' and we will do so below. By the mean value theorem for random
functions Gourieroux and Monfort (1995, p 400)

8t (t5, ,) 1_ == a[ (t5, ,) I a
2
t(6,,) 1- (8 - f) )

of) () of) ()o + 8f)af)' () 0
(B.8)

where (j belongs to the segment (0, eo) with probability 1. Define F NT as a

diagonal matrix with

where F f3 is a vector containing k1 -JNT and F n, F T are vectors containing k1

VT and k2 VN respectively. We can then write

(........... ) [-1 (02 l(t5,,) ) -1] -1 [ -1 (8l(t5,,) )]F NT e- eo = - F NT 8e8e' 10 F NT F NT 8e 100 (B.9)

From theorem 4.1.3 of Amemiya (1985) we need to show that (in addition
to local consistency Amemiya (1985, theorem 4.1.2)) (i) l(t5,,) E C2 in a

convex neighborhood of eo, (ii) [FN~ (a;~(;9;) 10) FN~] converges to a finite

non-singular matrix

-1 . [ -1 (02[ (t5 , , ) ) -1]
V (eo) = - N,~~ooE F NT 8e8e' 100 F NT

in probability for any sequence 7J such that plim fj == f)o and (iii)

F- I (8l(6, ,) I ) ~ N (0 V-I (f) ))
NT of) ()o , 1 0

where

V-I (f) ) == r E [F-1 ( al(t5 , ,) I ) ({)l(t5 ,,) I )'F-1 ]
1 0 N,j~oo NT of) ()o {)f) ()o NT
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a finite non-singular matrix. Note that (i) is trivially satisfied and by assump
tion (a) (ii) follows if the convergence is uniform. Further note that

is straightforward to verify from appendix A.I, and

follows from the information matrix equality. To show (ii) we take uniform
lin1its of the appropriately scaled elements of the information matrix obtained
from appendix A.2. The limits for the variance parameters are straightforward
to derive using lemma 4 and repeatedly using elementary results on inverses
involving sums. For the elements I(J'2 ~. we have

J-L' 'J

. I
11m /iTiI(J'2 (J'2 == 0

N,T-HXJ NyT J.L' e

lim ~I0-2 0-2 = 0
N,T-HX) yNT J-L' U

lim _I_I 2 == 0
N,T-+oo VNT (J'J.L,P>..

lim _I_I 2 == a
N,T-+oo NvT (J'J-L'PV

and for the elements I(J'2 ~.
e' 'J

lim 2
1
T tr (A*'l1 v )2

N,T-+oo

1

2(J~
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lim _l_I 2 == 0
N,T-HXJ yfj\!T (Je,P>"

lim N
1
T I (J2 p == lim 2 ~T tr (w;1

Lv) == 0
N,T-HXJ e' v N,T-+oo (J"e

Finally, for the elements involving (J"~, p).., Pv

1
. 1 'T 1
1m -..L. 2 2 == -

N,T-+C1O T (Ju,(Ju 2(T~

1
lim 2 2T tr (W~lL)..)

N,T-+oo (J"u

P>. + lim 1 tr (w-1D )
(J"~ (1 - p~) N,T-+oo 2(J"~T (1 - p~) )..

P).. + lim P).. (1 - T) == 0
(T~ (1 - p~) N,T-+oo (J"~T (1 - p~)

lim _I_I 2 == 0
N,T-+oo yfj\!T (Ju,Pv

and with

lim -T
1

Ip).,p>.
N,T-+oo

(1 - p~)

lim _I_I == 0
N,T-+oo yfj\!T P>..,Pv

lim _l_I
N,T-+oo NT Pv,Pv

lim (TT;tr(A*Lv)2= lim 21Ttr(C/CLv)2
N,T-+oo 2 N,T-+oo

. 1 (-1)2 1
hm 2T tr Wv Lv = (1 2)

N,T-+oo - Pv

where we have used that L>. = ~~: = (1~;O W>. + (l~pOD with D a band

matrix with zeros on the main diagonal and ip\-l on the i:th subdiagonal and
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tr ('lT~lD) = 2P>. (1 - T), tr ('lT~lD)2 = 2p~ (T - 1) + 2 (T - 1). Hence we
arrive at (using assumption (c), lemma 6 and lemma 7)

[

¢ 0 0 ]
V-1 ((}o) == 0 Rx 0

o 0 V-1 ((}o)~

¢ == plim
T---?CX)

~2:T-ldl
T(J"~o t==2 t
1 ",T dAdA'y::r LIt==2 t t(J"uO

o
o

1 l' 1 h'E h::2 P ImN---?oo N N
(J" /-LO

¢ == plim
N---?oo

1

~
o 1 ",N h'

N (J"~o Lii==1 i

o
~h'h
N(J"/-LO

·f r h S - (",r dAdA' (1-PAO)2 ",T-1 ",r-1 d d') d
1 N ---+ CX) were A - Lit==2 t t - T Lit==2 Lir==2 t r ,an

if N, T -+ 00 simultaneously, where w = 2 ( 1 )-2 2 , Z = N or T and
(J" /-Lo+ 1-PAO (J" uO

V-1 (f)o)~ is a diagonal matrix with

. -1 {1 1 1 1 1}dlagV ((}o)-y == -4-' -4-' 2' -4-' 2
2aflO 2aeO (1 - PvO) 2auO (1 - PAO)

To show (iii) note that the elements of the score for 0 is a linear combina
tion of the normal e and the score for the variance parameters, I are linear
combinations of quadratic forms in normal variates i.e. they can be written as

b+ e'Pe

for suitable choice of b and symmetric matrix P. We then apply the following
lemma adapted from Amen1iya (1971) to the quadratic forms in appendix A.I
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Lemma. Let an n-component vector random variable u rv N(O,A), G
be a non-negative definite symmetric matrix with rank r ~ n. Then u'Gu
is distributed as I::==1 epiX; (1), where the ep's are r non-zero characteristic
roots of AG and each X; (1) is an independent chi-square. If H is another
non-negative definite symmetric matrix, cov (u'Gu, u'Hu) == 2tr (GAHA).

Asymptotic normality of the appropriately normalized score vector can
then be shown by establishing sequential weak convergence results in case
~ -t (X) or ft ---+ 00 (see Phillips and Moon (1999, section 3.3)) and in case
N, T ---+ (X) simultaneously a multivariate CLT for triangular arrays may be
applied.

To establish the results as only N or T ---+ (X) we apply the expansion
(B.9) to the consistent subvectors ei == ((3, T, fI( i)) , ,(i) == ((J~, (J; ,Pv) and

et == ((3,7r,,(t)) ,,(t) == ((J~'PV,(J;,PA) as Nand T ---+ (X) respectively. This
gives

and

F (et
_ et ) == _ [F-1 (82

[(8, 1') I-t) F-1] -1 [F-1 (81(8, 1') It)]
TOT [)etae t , (J T T oet (Jo

where F N, FT are diagonal matrices with

diagFN

diagFT

{ F fj, FT, Vii, J NT, J NT}

{Ffj, F1r , JNT, JNT, fl, fl}

To show (ii) for these cases we need to examine the convergence of the
information matrices as Nand T ---+ (X) respectively. As N ---+ 00 we find
(using assumption (c), lemma 6, lemma 7 and straightforward computations)

where

(1-pv)2 l/~'A *w to.
(J~VT T v T

~ ((J~4 + (T -1) (J;4)

a;(1-pv)2 to.,A *L La
a~VT T v T
2

~ tr (A*wvA*Lv)

'4 tr (A*Lv )2
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with V1:/ (Bb)y(i) positive-definite by theorem 1 and standard results of mul
tivariate calculus.

As T ~ 00 we have (using assull1ption (c), lemma 6, lemma 7 and straight
forward computations again)

with

==

where

V T1 (Bt)-y(t)
_1_VN
a~T Wv,W v

1
. 1
1m 

T-HXJ 2

tr ((\l1~IF'1J~lp)(IT - 2M)) + tr ('1J~IFMlJ1~IPM)

tr ((W;;lFW;;lP) (IT - ~M)) + ~ tr (w;;lFMw;;lpM)

(
2 )-1and M = IT + ;;~ W>.wv W):2 . The positive-definiteness of V T1 (Bt)-y(t)

then follows from theorem 1.

These results show that the information elements of the subsets of consis
tent variance paran1eters do not depend on the inconsistent nuisance parame
ters as N ~ 00 and T ~ 00 respectively. To show this for the information
elements of the subsets of consistent regression parameters as well we write,
as in lemma 6,

N N N

1 "'"" I A* 1 """' """' I *NT L..J Xi Xi - N2T L..J L..J XjA Xi
i=1 j==1 i==1

1 N N

+-"'"" """' X/.L -IX·N2T L..J L..J J 'l

j==1 i=1
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1· 1 X'~-lXp 1m NT L..J
N~oo

and as T -----t 00 we find

N N N

plim ;T 'L X~A*Xi - plim N;T 'L 'LXjA*Xi
N~oo i=l N~oo j=l i=l

R 1 (Bb)

since A* == C'(a~2J~+a;2ET)C where a; == O(T). Similarly bne can
show that cross-elements as well as information elements of time-invariant
explanatory variables and individual-invariant random variables do not depend
on nuisance parameters as Nand T -----t 00 respectively. Finally, asymptotic
normality of the limiting score vectors (suitably normalized of course) follows
from applying a suitable multivariate CLT •

Proof theorem 3. The negative of the log-likelihood is (apart from a
constant term) given by

cP(8,"Y) = ~lnIA*I+~(80-8)'Z'(IN0A*)Z(80-8)
1

+2"e' (IN 0 A*) e+ (80-8)' Z' (IN 0 A*) e

Since the parameters PA' Pv play no role in what follows we assume PA == Pv == O.
To prove (i) note that

(~-l~) N(Ta~o+a;o) N(T-l)a;o Na;o N(T-l)a;o
tr L..J L..JO == + + +-----

(Ta~ + a~) a~ (Ta~ + a~) a~

which contradicts a consistent root of a~, a; as N -----t 00 and a consistent root
of a; as T -----t 00 or N, T --t 00 (and hence also of Pv as N --t 00, T ~

00 or N, T ~ (0). To show (ii) we need to investigate the behavior of
Z' (IN 0 A *) Z, Z' (IN 0 A *) e which are explicitly written as
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with (7I == T(7~ + (7;. Proceeding as in the proof of theorem 1 then obtains the
results in (ii) •
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Essay 3

Specification and estimation
of random effects models with
serial correlation of general
form

3.1 Introduction

In the econometric analysis of panel data unobserved heterogeneity is typi
cally handled by including fixed or random effects in the model. In the fixed
effects model the individual and time effects are assumed to be fixed para
meters to be estimated and in general correlated with the regressors. In this
case the differences across individuals and time can be captured by differ
ences in the constant term. In the random effects approach the individual and
time effects are assumed to be stochastic and uncorrelated with the regressors.
The random effects formulation allows for the inclusion of time-invariant or
individual-invariant explanatory variables and for the number of parameters
to be reduced to only two, the mean and the variance. While the choice of
random effects has the advantage of providing many degrees of freedom, it also
complicates the treatment of two estimation problems, that is heteroskedas
ticity and serial correlation. Mazodier and Trognon (1978) generalized the
one-way model with individual effects to the case where the individual effects
are heteroskedastic. An alternative heteroskedastic model keeps the individ
ual effects homoskedastic while allowing for heteroskedasticity in idiosyncratic

*Co-authored with Sune Karlsson.
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error terms or allows them both to be heteroskedastic, see Randolph (1988).
This essay is concerned with the second problem, namely, serial correla

tion. As in the heteroskedastic case serial correlation can be introduced in
two distinct ways. First, through serially correlated idiosyncratic errors and
secondly through serially correlated time effects. Serial correlation in the idio
syncratic errors introduces a time series type of correlation at the individual
level whereas serial correlation in the time effects introduces the empirically
plausible phenomena that some of the factors driving the unobserved time
specific heterogeneity are serially correlated. Examples of such factors include
business cycles, oil price shocks and economic policies that persist during sev
eral time periods. Lillard and Willis (1978), Baltagi and Li (1991, 1994),
King (1986), Magnus and Woodland (1988), essay 1 and essay 2, among many
others, contain further discussion of serially correlated period effects and/or
serially correlated idiosyncratic errors.

The essay is organized as follows. In section 3.2 we present the model and
discuss its relation to models previously suggested in the literature. Section
3.3 is concerned with estimation and inference issues. A maximum likelihood
estimator, feasible in the presence of a large individuals dimension, is derived
and the estimation problem is discussed. In this section we also consider model
selection procedures for determining the orders of serial correlation as well as
th.e significance of time and individual effects. Section 3.4 contains an appli
cation of the proposed model and the associated model selection procedures
to the estimation of a production function for the Japanese chemical industry.
Section 3.5 concludes.

3.2 The model

Consider the panel data regression model

Yit == Z~t8+cit i == 1, ... ,N; t == 1, ... ,T (3.1)

where 8 is a k x 1 vector of regression coefficients including the intercept and
in addition Zit may contain time invariant or individual invariant explanatory
variables. The error term, cit follows a two-way random effects model, see
Baltagi (1995, ch. 3),

(3.2)

where I-li rv iid (0, ()~) denotes the unobservable individual effect, At denotes
the unobservable time effect and Vit is the idiosyncratic error term. Following
Revankar (1979), essay 1 introduce serial correlation in the time effects via an
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AR(l),

or MA(l),
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(3.3)

At == Ut + ()>..Ut-l

process for At. In addition one can not rule out the possibility that the idio
syncratic errors are serially correlated as well. In an asymptotic analysis essay
2 introduce serial correlation in the time effects and idiosyncratic errors via
an AR(l) process for At (3.3), and Vit

(3.4)

In practice serial correlation need however not be restricted to AR(l) processes,
or MA(l) processes for that matter. Viable alternatives include the AR(2) or
MA(2) or even the general ARMA(p, q) specification. Consequently we adopt
a general approach, allowing both the time effects and the idiosyncratic errors
to have an arbitrary serial correlation form.

The present model does away with an arbitrary restriction on the time
independence of period effects and idiosyncratic errors which is commonly
encountered in applications. But more importantly it does so in the framework
of the two-way model (3.1,3.2). This is in contrast to previous empirical and
theoretical work on random effects models with serial correlation which focus
on one-way models. That is, the one-way model with individual effects,

cit == /-li + Vit

and serially correlated Vit, or the one-way model with time effects,

Cit == At + Vit

(3.5)

(3.6)

and serially correlated At and/or Vita Lillard and Willis (1978) consider a first
order autoregression in the one-way model with individual effects (3.5) whereas
Baltagi and Li (1991, 1994) consider AR(2), AR(4) or MA(q) processes as
well and Galbraith and Zinde-Walsh (1995) allow for general ARMA(p, q)
disturbances in a semi-parametric framework. King (1986) consider serially
correlated time effects and independent idiosyncratic errors in (3.6) whereas
Magnus and Woodland (1988) consider both serially correlated time effects
and serially correlated idiosyncratic errors.

The two-way model with serially correlated At and Vit nests both of these
models since we have neither imposed the auxiliary assumption of no time
effects in (3.5) nor the auxiliary assumption of no individual effects in (3.6).
Indeed the existence of such effects should be part of a hypothesis to be tested
and not an assumption.
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3.3 Estimation and Illodel specification

3.3.1 Likelihood

In matrix form we can write the model (3.1,3.2) as

where Z/-L == (1N ® LT), ZA == (LN ® IT), 11/ == (/-lI, ..... , /-IN), A' == (AI, .... , AT)
and LN is a vector of ones of dimension N.

Under the assumption that /-li, At and Vit are independent of each other
and the explanatory variables we obtain the covariance matrix of the combined
error term as

:E E(ee') == Z/-LE(J-tJ-t')Z~ + ZAE(AA')Z~ + E(vv')

a~(IN ® JT) + a~(JN ® 'lJ A) + a;(IN ® 'lJv )

where J T == LTL~ a TxT matrix of ones and a~ 'lJA is the covariance matrix
of A and a~ 'lJv is covariance matrix of v. Both a~ 'lJA and a~Wv may be
the covariance matrix of any stationary and strictly invertible ARMA(p, q)
process.

Maximum likelihood estimation requires a specific distributional choice
and throughout we will maintain the assumption that /-li rv N (0, a~), Ut rv

N (0, a~) and eit rv N (0, a;). However, maximum likelihood also requires
evaluation of the inverse and determinant of the NT x NT matrix:E. Di
rect inversion of ~ is clearly impractical even for panels of moderate size and
the usual spectral decomposition "tricks" employed in the panel data litera
ture are not directly applicable here. Our n1ethod of solution is to reduce the
amount of numerical computation necessary. As in essay 1 and 2 this is ac
complished by using elementary results on inverses and determinants involving
sums (Dhrymes (1984, p. 39-40)). This yields,

:E-1 A-I - A-I (LN ® IT) [(j~2'lJ~1 + N A*]-1 (L~ ® IT)A -1 (3.7)

IN ® A * - (LN ® A*)[(j~2'lJ~1 + N A *]-l(L~ ® A *)

IN (8) A* - (j~(tN (8) A*) [IT + N(j~'l1>.A*rl 'l1>.(t~ (8) A*)

and
(3.8)
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where EN = IN - I N, I N = IN/N, A* = ((J"~JT + (J"~\f!v)-l and IN = tNt~
is a N x N matrix of ones.

The present form of the inverse and determinant of :E has reduced the
amount of numerical computation to the TxT matrices A* and IT+Na~l]!,\A*.
This is useful since in a typical panel the individuals dimension is large whereas
the time dimension is small. In addition we can obtain further simplification
in some special cases of interest. The matrix A * is readily recognized as the
T-dimensional part of the inverse variance matrix of the one-way model with
individual effects and serially correlated Vito Baltagi and Li (1991), extend
ing the Wansbeek and Kapteyn (1982, 1983) "trick", show how to obtain a
spectral decon1position of this matrix in case of an AR(l), AR(2) or AR(4)
process for Vit and Baltagi and Li (1994) contain an extension to the MA(q)
case. As pointed out in Baltagi and Li (1991) we can however obtain a spec
tral decon1position as long as there exists a simple known matrix C such
that the transformation (IN 0 C)v has n1ean zero and variance a;INT. A
leading special case is of course an AR(l) process for Vit (3.4) where A* ==
C' (a-;;2J~+ a;2E~) C with C the Prais-Winsten transformation n1atrix for

an AR(l) process, a; == d2l7~ (1 - Pv)2 + a~, J~ == l/T~Y! /d2, ~r' == (a, ~~-1)
and E~ == IT - J~ with d2 == Ly!Lr==a2 + (T - 1), a == J(l + Pv) / (1 - Pv)·
The references given above contain further details about the transformation
and an extension to more general time series processes.

Finding a spectral decomposition of the matrix IT + N a~ '!I,\A* is however
more difficult. In the special case of W,\ == '!Iv we can use the method of
Baltagi and Li (1991, 1994) since

IT + Na;'W,\A* == LA*

where L == (Na~ + a~) 'ltv + a~JT is of the same form as the inverse of A*.
This, of course, includes the standard two-way model where 'It,\ == lJIv == IT
and for which the inverse and determinant of :E reduces to

~-1 __ E ( 1 E 1 -J) -J ( 1 E 1 -J )
LJ N0 2 T+2 T + N0 2 N 2 T+2 Tav a 1 av + a,\ a 2

(
2)-CN-1) ( 2 )-CT-1) ( 2)-1

(
2)NT av av a v

O"v a2 a2 _ Ta2 a 2
1 2 J.l 2

with at == a~ + Ta~, a~ == at + Na~. In the case of serially correlated time
effects and/or lJI,\ =F 'I1v the inverse of IT +N a;\lJ,\A* as well as its determinant
can be computed numerically. For the modest time series dimensions common
in panel data applications this is both speedy and accurate.
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Using the results in (3.7) and (3.8) we can write the log-likelihood as

l(B) == (3.9)

where 0 == (~/,,) and, is the vector of covariance parameters including the
serial correlation parameters of At and Vito When a spectral decomposition of
A * is available In \A*I simplifies accordingly. For example, in the AR(l) case

In IA*I == - (T - 1) In(J; + In (1 - p~) -lno-~

In practice.-.iterative methods are used to obtain the maximum likelihood
estimate, say B, and these methods require us to supply the first derivatives
of the log-likelihood as well. In our experience numerical derivatives perform
poorly, especially if there is serial correlation in At and/or Vit, leaving analyti
cal derivatives the preferred choice. The score vector for the mean parameters,
8 is straightforward to obtain and following Hartley and Rao (1967) or Hem
merle and Hartley (1973) the elements of the score vector for the variance
parameters, , are obtained as

Variance estimates can be based on either a numerical approxin1ation to the
hessian matrix or the information matrix. The elements of the information
matrix are computed as (see Harville (1977))

1 -1 f):E -1 f):E
I,,((y. == -2 tr[:E (~):E (~)]

J Uri Urj

Note that if (J; == °in (3.9) it reduces to the log-likelihood of the one-way
model with individual effects and serially correlated Vit whereas if (J~ == 0,
A * == (J;2W;1 and (3.9) reduces to the log-likelihood of the one-way model
with serially correlated At and Vito For estimation purposes there are there
fore no reason to employ strict inequality restrictions, (o-~ > 0, 0-; > 0), weak
inequalities, ((J~ 2: 0, 0-; ~ 0), are sufficient.
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3.3.2 Model selection

95

Model selection can be based on either hypothesis tests or model selection
criteria, e.g., the AIC criterion of Akaike (1974) and the BIC criterion of
Schwarz (1978), or possibly a mixture of the two approaches. This section is
concerned with the hypothesis tests approach and our focus is on hypothesis
tests on the variance parameters, T' More specifically, in the framework of the
model (3.1,3.2) we propose simple methods and a straightforward strategy for
determining the orders of serial correlation in the time effects and idiosyncratic
errors as well as the significance of individual and time effects.

Determining the orders of serial correlation in At and Vit

For obvious reasons a strategy for determining the orders of serial correlation
in both At and Vit might be expected to encounter serious difficulties. In par
ticular, we may not know if the test for serial correlation in At rejects the null
due to misspecification of serial correlation in Vit and vice versa. A first step
towards resolving could be to try to establish the presence or absence of a local
robustness property, that the tests lack local asymptotic power against serial
correlation in the other component. Considered alone such a local property
would, however, be of rather limited value. This is because in practice mis
specifications are global in nature, typically rendering the variance-covariance
matrix estimator employed in the test-statistic inconsistent. A much more
useful situation would emerge if we could establish that the test for serial cor
relation in At or Vit that ignores the misspecification is in some sense equivalent
to the test that takes the serial correlation into account and/or the test that
employs a robust variance-covariance matrix estimator. Indeed this turns out
to be the case here. More specifically, we have the following situation which
we state for the LM (score) test although we expect similar results to hold for
the other classical tests (Wald and LR) as well.

Property 1 Denote by ~LMA the LIllI test for serial correlation in At that

takes into account the (global) serial correlation in Vit and let ~LMA be the
corresponding LM test that fails to take into account the serial correlation in
Vit but employs a robust variance-covariance matrix estimator. Finally, denote
by ~LMA the LM test that fails to take into account the serial correlation in
Vii and does not employ a robust variance-covariance matrix estimator. Using
similar notation for the corresponding LM tests for serial correlation in Vit i. e.
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CLM eLM and cL* M respectively we have
~ v' ~ v ~ v

and,

I
......., I P I * I P . (VT)~LMv - ~LMv ----t 0 and ~LMv - ~LMv ----t 0 if N --7 0

where the different rates of convergence are due to the different probabilistic
orders of the serial correlation parameters of At and Vit respectively.

A sketch of the proof of this property is given in appendix A. It is perhaps
worth pointing out that the local result alluded to above, i.e. lack of local
asymptotic power against serial correlation in the other component, holds as
well. In addition this result does not require conditions on the relative rate of
convergence of Nand T. The present result is a global one. It has reduced
the problem of determining the orders of serial correlation in both At and Vit

to a procedure employed for models with only one serially correlated error
component. That is, one can keep Vit iid when testing for serial correlation in
At and one can keep At iid when testing for serial correlation in Vito This is
so because the LM test for serial correlation in At or Vit keeping Vit and At iid
respectively is asymptotically equivalent to the LM test taking the serial cor
relation into account and the LM test employing a robust variance-covariance
matrix estimator. The usefulness of this property in practice depends entirely
on the small-sample performance of the LM test that ignores the misspec
ification of serial correlation. To evaluate the performance we conducted a
limited Monte-Carlo experiment with an AR(l) process for At and Vit and
with T == 20, N == 70. The results where encouraging, we observed no signifi
cant difference between the test that takes the serial correlation in the other
con1ponent into account and the test that ignores the serial correlation in the
other component. The situation is thus quite similar when testing for serial
correlation in At and Vito In both cases we can ignore serial correlation in the
other component. The only difference of importance is the different asymptot
ics for the test-statistics. Parameters involving At are VT consistent and ~LMA

converges to a X2 at the rate VT whereas parameters involving Vit are JNT
consistent and ~LMv converges to a X2 at the rate JNT. Due to the similarity
of the testing situation we discuss tests for serial correlation in general tern1S.
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Testing ARMA(p, q) against ARMA(p + r, q) LM testing is quite
attractive when general ARMA(p, q) models are considered. Primarily because
we do not need to estimate the alternative, but also because we can be less
specific about the alternative we are testing against. That is, the well-known
property that the LM test of the null of ARMA(p, q) against ARMA(p + r, q)
is identical to the LM test against ARMA(p, q + r) holds here as well. The
drawback is that it is not clear which alternative to choose when the null is
rejected.

To discriminate between ARMA(p + r, q) and ARMA(p, q + r) processes
with LM tests we need to consider non-nested hypotheses. For example, in
the case of deciding between AR(l) or MA(l) a test of the hypothesis that
the process is AR(l) amounts to testing the null hypothesis of AR(l) in the
ARMA(l,l) specification. Correspondingly, testing the null that the process
is MA(l) amounts to testing the null hypothesis of MA(l) in the ARMA(l, 1)
specification. Essay 1 consider non-nested LM tests for discrin1inating between
an AR(l) or MA(l) process for At in an extensive Monte-Carlo experiment.
This procedure worked well for large sample sizes but for small sample sizes
(small T) and/or small values of the AR or MA parameters test results are
frequently inconclusive. A decision can then be based on information criteria
or a comparison of the p-values of the tests.

Pure AR models In practice attention is frequently based on pure AR
models. In this case the order of serial correlation in At or Vit can be determined
with sequential hypothesis tests. That is, we test the following nested sequence
for At (Vit)

Ho At rv iid

Hl At rv AR (1)

H2 At rv AR (2)

Hp At rv AR (p)

As is well-known tests of hypotheses in such a sequence of nested hypotheses
has a very interesting property. Asymptotically, under Ho, the test of Ho
against H l is independent of the test of Hl against H2 , both of these are
independent of the test of H2 against H3 and so on. This has the useful
implication that we can compute the overall asymptotic significance level and
that the test of Ho against H2 is equal to the sum of the tests of Ho against
H l and H l against H2.
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Testing the null hypothesis of no individual or time effects

Having decided on the orders of serial correlation we also want to test the null
hypothesis of the one-way model with time effects, Ho : (J~ == 0, and the null
hypothesis of the one-way model with individual effects, Ho : (J; == 01 . Both
of these hypotheses involve a parameter on the boundary of the parameter
space. Tests that require estimation of the alternative when a parameter is
on the boundary will in general not have a X2 distribution under the null.
The breakdown of conventional theory for these tests reflect the fact that
they involve the unrestricted maximum likelihood estimator for which the
continuity of the asymptotic distribution is violated if a parameter is allowed
to be on the boundary. In contrast, the LM test is not affected by the fact
that a parameter lies on the boundary, see Godfrey (1988, sec. 3.5.2) and the
references therein.

The null hypothesis of the one-way model with time effects is uncompli
cated. On the other hand the null hypothesis of the one-way model with
individual effects is complicated if At is serially correlated. This is so because
under the null hypothesis the serial correlation parameter(s) of At are not iden
tified, so even the LM test have a non-standard distribution. This "nuisance
parameter" problem is treated in Davies (1977, 1987) and more recently by
Andrews and Ploberger (1994) and Hansen (1996). Hansen (1996) suggests
a bootstrap procedure to simulate the asymptotic distribution of the LR test
and Hansen (1999) contains an application to treshold effects in the one-way
model with fixed individual effects.

Similar to Hansen we consider a bootstrap procedure to obtain an estimate
of the asymptotic p-value. Andersson and Karlsson (1999) evaluates several
algorithms for bootstrapping random effects n10dels in the context of boot
strap tests on the regression parameters. They find little difference between
non-parametric and parametric procedures, assuming normality, even in the
presence of non-normality. Since the parametric bootstrap is straightforward
to implement we use a slight modification, taking account of serial correla
tion in Vit, of the parametric bootstrap of Andersson and Karlsson (1999).
See Efron and Tibshirani (1993) for a general discussion of the bootstrap and
Davidson and MacKinnon (1999) for bootstrap testing in particular.

The bootstrap procedure we suggest consists of the following steps:

1. Estimate under the null hypothesis of the one-way model with individual

lThe local asymptotic power results of Bera, Sosa-Escudero and Yoon (2001) in the one
way model with individual effects indicate that it is important to specify the serial correlation
correctly when testing for random effects. However their results seem to apply only for large
N, i.e. when holding T fix.
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effects to obtain an estimated Data Generating Process (DGP) with
parameters 80 ,;Yo under the null hypothesis.

2. Generate bootstrap samples from the DGP. That is, generate the boot
strap sample, Crt == f.-lr + v:t with f.-lr rv N (0, &~,o), v:t an ARMA(p, q)
process with innovation ert rv N (0, &;,0) and parameters from the null

model and create Y:t == Z~tJo + Crt·

3. Calculate the test-statistic using the bootstrap sample.

4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 B times

5. Calculate the percentage of draws for which the simulated statistic ex
ceeds the actual. This gives the bootstrap estimate of the p-value.

The implementation of the above procedure with either LR or Wald tests
might be quite time consuming since they both require estimation of the al
ternative. But more seriously, due to the breakdown of continuity in the as
ymptotic distribution of the unrestricted estimator, one can suspect that the
bootstrap procedure suggested above does not yield a consistent estimate of
the asymptotic p-value with either of these tests, see Andrews (2000). Hence,
one should consider the LM test in step 3 above. However, under the null
hypothesis the score and information matrix depends on the serial correlation
parameter(s) of At and so the LM test is not computable in the presence of
these unknown nuisance parameters. As in Davies (1977, 1987) we consider a
supremum LM test, where the supremum term indicates that we are taking
the supremum with respect to the serial correlation parameters of At as they
vary over the parameter space. Denoting by B the parameter space of the
serial correlation parameters of At the supremum LM test is computed as

(3.10)

where Ia~a~ is obtained from the generalized inverse variance matrix eval
uated at the null hypothesis. The generalized inverse is needed .here since
the information is singular under the null hypothesis. Computationally this
corresponds to inverting the positive-definite submatrix of the information,
obtained by discarding the elements of information that belongs to the uniden
tified parameters. In addition by the standard (asymptotic) block-diagonality
between the mean and variance parameters it is sufficient to only consider the
block of the information matrix for the variance parameters.
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Table 3.1 Summary statistics

Variable Mean Std. deviation Minimum Maximum

y 87653.00 124621.01 2750.00 810887.00
K 70771.66 107797.26 1153.00 646335.00
L 12417.50 14123.84 732.00 90798.00
M 69362.31 103496.98 1812.00 663145.00

A model specification strategy

To summarize, the considerations above leads to the following sequence of
specification tests for two-way random effects models where both At and Vit

are allowed to be serially correlated:

1. While keeping Vit iid, test for serial correlation and determine the order
of the ARMA process for At.

2. While keeping At iid, test for serial correlation and determine the order
of the ARMA process for Vit.

3. Conditionally on the chosen orders for At and Vit test for the presence of
individual effects.

4. Conditionally on the chosen orders for At and Vit and the outcome of the
test for individual effects test for the presence of time effects.

3.4 Application

3.4.1 The model and data

In this section we apply the proposed methods to the estimation of a pro
duction function using a san1ple of 72 Japanese chemical industries observed
annually over the period 1968-1987. In the econometric analysis of produc
tion functions one is, naturally, concerned with serial correlation. The data
contain information on output (Y) and inputs, labor (L), capital (K) and
material (M) used2 . Summary statistics of the input and output quantities
are given in Table 3.1.

2See Kumbakhar, Nakamura and Heshmati (2000) for a detailed description of the data.
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To approximate the unknown production function we consider the tran
scendentallogarithmic specification (Christensen, Jorgenson and Lau (1973))

k 1 k k

In Yit = a +L {Jj In X jit + "2 L L cPsj In X sit In X jit + cit
j=1 s=1j~1

(3.11)

where ¢sj == ¢js' This function is quadratic in the logarithms of the variables
and reduces to the familiar Cobb-Douglas case if ¢sj == a for all s, j.

Estimates of the returns to scale are obtained from the sums of the logarith
mic derivatives with respect to the inputs, Xj,j == 1, ... , k. The technology
exhibits constant returns to scale if the sum is unity and increasing and de
creasing returns to scale if the sum is above or below unity respectively. By
including time as a con1ponent of the input vector we can also obtain estimates
of the rate of technical change. The rate of technical change can further be
decomposed into neutral technical change (no interaction with the inputs) and
non-neutral technical change (interaction with the inputs).

3.4.2 Specification of the error components

Table 3.2 gives results from the LM-tests for serial correlation. For comparison
Table 3.4 reports the AlC and BIC criteria for some of the estimated models3 .

First we test for serial correlation in At while keeping Vit iid. We reject the
null of no serial correlation in At at the 12% level which is not overwhelming
evidence in favor of serial correlation in At. The test is however consistent in T
alone and the simulation evidence of essay 1 show that for small values of T we
can expect low power from this test. This motivates us to consider an AR(l)
or MA(l) process for At. The LM test of the null hypothesis of AR(l) against
ARMA(l, 1) yields a p-value of 0.07 whereas the LM test of the null hypothesis
of MA(l) against ARMA(l, 1) yields a p-value of 0.63. The obtained p-values
thus suggest that an MA(l) process is appropriate. Next we consider tests for
serial correlation in the idiosyncratic errors, Vit while keeping At iid. Table 3.2
shows that we strongly reject the null of iid Vit in favor of an AR(l) or MA(l)
process. Unfortunately we experienced convergence problems with the MA(l)
model for Vit and hence the LM test of the null of MA(l) against ARMA(l, 1)

3 All the models are estimated with analytical derivatives using the Newton algorithm.
Variance constraints are imposed as a; > 0 as well as a~ 2: 0 and/or a~ 2:: O. AR para
meters are restricted according to the stationarity condition whereas MA parameters are
not restricted. Instead estimates that do not satisfy the invertibility condition are mapped
back to the invertibility region. In case variance estimates are used they are based on the
information matrix.
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could not be computed. However the LM test of the null of AR(l) against
ARMA(l,l) is not rejected at reasonable levels. Since the MA(l) process
cannot match the moments of an AR(l) process for high absolute values of
the AR(l) coefficient the convergence problems with the MA model is not too
surprising in view of the estimated AR(l) coefficient of approximately 0.75.
Hence, we conclude that an AR(l) process is sufficient to capture the serial
correlation in Vit 4 .

Having decided on the orders of serial correlation, that is At is MA(l) and
Vit is AR(l), we proceed to consider the significance of individual and time
effects. Table 3.3 shows that the LM-test of the null of no individual effects,
Ho : (j~ == 0, rejects the null at the 1% level and the bootstrap p-value of the
supremum LM-test of the null of no time effects, Ho : (j; == 0, indicates that
the time effects cannot be rejected at any significance level. The bootstrap
p-value of the supremum LM-test is based on B == 399 bootstrap replicates.

To evaluate the size properties of the bootstrap test we conducted a small
Monte-Carlo experiment with the null model as the DGP. Figure 3.1 plots
the size discrepancy (estimated size minus nominal size) against nominal size
obtained from 200 Monte-Carlo replicates, using B == 99 for the bootstrap
p-values, together with 95% Kolmogornov-Smirnov "confidence bands". In
spection of Figure 3.1 shows that the size properties of the supremum LM-test
are very good.

Overall, the specification tests suggest that the appropriate random effects
specification is two-way with At an MA(l) and Vit an AR(l) process. From
Table 3.4 this choice is supported by the AIC criterion whereas the BIC crite
rion prefers the one-way model with serially uncorrelated time effects and Vit

an AR(l). The BIe criterion, although consistent, is however well-known to
underestinlate the true parametrization in finite samples.

3.4.3 Elasticities and returns to scale

Table 3.5 gives the overall mean of the input elasticities and returns to scale
and Figure 3.2a-3.2d plots the elasticities and returns to scale over time. The
elasticity of output with respect to capital, reflecting percent changes in output
due to one percent change in capital, is 0.086. It is interpreted as one percent

4For comparison the 1M test of the null hypothesis of iid At against AR(l) with Vit an
AR(!) yields a test statistic of 2.605 and the 1M test of the null of iid Vit against ARC!)
with At an ARC!) yields a test statistic of 540.4. The values of these test statistics are very
close to the corresponding values of the test statistics for the case when Vit is iid and At is
iid respectively. Similar results are obtained for the other tests in Table 2 as well, showing
that the simple procedure for determining serial correlation in both At and Vit works very
well in practice.
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Table 3.2 LM tests of serial correlation

Null Alternative Statistic p-value

Vit, At iid Vit iid, At AR(l) 2.458 0.117
Vit iid, At AR(l) Vit iid, At ARMA(l, 1) 3.184 0.074
Vit iid,At MA(l) Vit iid,At ARMA(l, 1) 0.225 0.635
Vit, At iid Vit AR(l), At iid 540.5 0.000
Vit AR(l),At iid Vit ARMA(l, l),At iid 0.977 0.323
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Table 3.3 LM tests of no individual or time effects for the two-way model, At
MA(l) and Vit AR(l)

Null Alternative Statistic

7.932
5731a

p-value

0.004
< O.OOlb

asupremum LM test.

bbootstrap p-value, B == 399.

Figure 3.1 Size discrepancy of the supremum LM test
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Table 3.4 Model selection criteria

Model AIC BIC

One-waY(At, Vit), Vit, At iid -2.5181 -2.4559
One-waY(At,Vit), Vit iid, At AR(1) -2.5181 -2.4521
One-way (At , Vit), Vit iid, At MA (1) -2.5201 -2.4522
One-waY(At, Vit), Vit AR(1), At iid -3.2902 -3.2248
One-waY(At, Vit), Vit, At AR(1) -3.2909 -3.2214
One-waY(At,Vit), Vit AR(1), At MA(1) -3.2930 -3.2234
One-waY(At, Vit), Vit AR(1), At AR(2) -3.2911 -3.2200
One-waY(At, Vit) , Vit AR(2), At AR(1) -3.2907 -3.2185
One-waY(At, Vit), Vit, At AR(2) -3.2917 -3.2167

One-way (f-Li , Vit), Vit i id -2.6220 -2.5597
One-waY(f-Li' Vit), Vit AR(1) -2.9981 -2.9322
One-waY(f-Li' Vit), Vit AR(2) -3.0083 -2.9388

Two-way, Vit, At iid -2.8198 -2.7538
Two-way, Vit iid, At AR(1) -2.8200 -2.7505
Two-way, Vit iid, At MA(1) -2.8220 -2.7524
Two-way, Vit AR(1), At iid -3.2936 -3.2240
Two-way, Vit, At AR(1) -3.2939 -3.2207
Two-way, Vit AR(1), At MA(1) -3.2960 -3.2227
Two-way, Vit AR(1), At AR(2) -3.2944 -3.2175
Two-way, Vit AR(2), At AR(1) -3.2932 -3.2163
Two-way, Vit, At AR(2) -3.2938 -3.2133
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Table 3.5 Elasticities, returns to scale and technical change

Variable Elasticity Standard err. t-stat

K 0.0861 0.0084 10.250
L 0.1552 0.0121 12.826
M 0.7537 0.0089 84.685

RTS 0.9951 0.0049 203.08

TC 0.0092 0.0017 5.4117

change in capital will result in 0.086% change in value added for given, labor,
material and technology. The corresponding labor and material elasticities are
0.155 and 0.754 respectively. All three elasticities are statistically significant at
the 1% level and are of expected (positive) sign. The sum of input elasticities is
0.995, indicating on average constant returns to scale. Looking at the temporal
patterns of input elasticities (Figure 3.2) we find that the elasticity of capital
and labor are declining over time, indicating development of labor and capital
input saving technologies. The fluctuations in the elasticity of capital in the
beginning of the sample might be a consequence of the oil crisis of 1968 and
1973, resulting in increased capital intensity to introduce material (oil) saving
technologies. The changes in capital are reflected in the development of the
elasticity of material. The material input is constantly increasing over time,
reflecting increasing share of cost associated with the raw oil input in the
chemical industry. The returns to scale changes abruptly from increasing to
decreasing returns to scale in the beginning of the sample but is quite stable
after the oil crisis. Although Figure 3.2d provides a dramatic picture we should
keep in mind that the fluctuations are contained in a narrow band and the
returns to scale is never significantly different from unity.

3.4.4 Tecll.nical change

The last row of Table 3.5 gives the overall mean of total technical change and
Figure 3.2e and 3.2f plots non-neutral and total technical change over time.
The average rate of technical change is 0.9% per annum with contributions
from the neutral and non-neutral components being -0.01% and 0.1% respec
tively. The time patterns of non-neutral and total technical change reflect
changes in technology due to the oil crises, indicating substitution among in-
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Figure 3.2 Elasticities, returns to scale and technical change
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puts. As a consequence of the affine neutral component we do not observe
major changes or any technical regress during the post oil crises period.

3.5 Conclusions

The purpose of this paper has been to provide a framework for specification
and estimation of two-way random effects models with serial correlation in
general form for both the time effects and idiosyncratic errors.

In addition to providing a straightforward maximum likelihood estimator
we have considered a model selection strategy for determining the orders of
serial correlation as well as the significance of time and individual effects.

By relying on large sample theory results it has been possible to reduce the
potential complexity of determining the order of serial correlation in both time
effects and idiosyncratic errors to a standard procedure suitable for two-way
models with only one serially correlated error component.

Conditional on the appropriate orders of serial correlation we considered
an LM test of the null of no individual effects as well as an LM test of the null
of no time effects. The LM test of the null of no time effects typically have
non-standard distribution and we have suggested a simple bootstrap procedure
to obtain an estimate of the p-value of the test.

An application to the estimation of a production function for Japanese
chemical firms has illustrated the proposed methods.

Acknowledgement We thank Professor Shinichiro Nakamura for provid
ing us with the data set and Almas Heshmati for helpful comments.





Appendix A

Proof of property 1

This appendix contains a sketch of the proof of property 1. To avoid unnecce
sary complication and to be able to cut down on details by referring to the
results of essay 2 we concentrate on the AR(l) case for both A.t and Vit (with
serial correlation parameter p,,\ for At and serial correlation parameter Pv for
Vit) .

To introduce some notation let l (r, 0, r) denote the data generating process,
where r== (a~,a;,a;) and r is interior to a compact subset of (-1,1)1. Now
let l (r, p, 0) be the model under consideration. Then r represents a mis
specification of the serial correlation in Vit or At. That is, r == Pv if there is
misspecification of serial correlation in Vit and r == p,,\ if there is misspecifica
tion of serial correlation in A.t where, of course, p == Pv if r == p,,\ and vice versa.
We are interested in the properties of the LM test under the null hypothesis,
Ho : p == 0, and for this purpose it is useful to consider the behavior of the
score vector evaluated under the null hypothesis.

By a mean-value expansion of the score vector of the (joint) log-likelihood,
l (r,p,r) we have

where, == (r,p,r) ,;Y == (+,0,0) ,'0 == (r,O,r) ,;;y a mean value and F is
an appropriate scaling matrix (see essay 2 for details). To introduce some

notation for the information matrix we write E [-F-1 (~~~~~ Iy) F-1] = I ('Y)

1 By theorem 2 in essay 2 we may ignore the mean parameters 6 for simplicity.
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in partitioned form as,

APPENDIX A. PROOF OF PROPERTY 1

and solve for s-~ (a~;21;y) in the expansion above, where s is an index ob

tained from the scaling matrix, F. After some manipulation we can then
write

where c is also an index obtained from the scaling matrix, F T is the sub-scaling
matrix for T and Ipr,r denotes the matrix I pr JIprI:;}Irro For example, if
r == Pv and p == P"A. then we obtain s == T, C == NT from the matrix F and
(A.1) becomes

whereas if r == P"A., P == Pv we obtain s == NT, C == nand,

In contrast, the LM test with no misspecification (r == 0) is based on the score
vector

To investigate if the score equations (A.I) and (A.2) are in some sense equiv
alent it therefore suffices to consider the behavior of the term, Ip>.pv ,T Pv VNT
and the term, Ipvp>..,TP"A.n. By using the limit results of essay 2 it is straight-

3
forward to show that IP>..Pv,T and Ipvp>..,T shrink towards zero at the rate N-2.

Hence, Ip>.pv,rPvVNT shrinks to zero if (4) ---t 0 and Ipvp>.,rp>.n shrinks
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to zero if (~) --t O. By using similar reasoning, and essentially the same

limits as above, one can show that the score equation (A.2) is for large N
equivalent to the score equation that takes into account the serial correlation.
Now, considering the quadratic form of the LM test, we are done if we can
show that the information matrix equality holds for the relevant block of the
variance matrix employed in the LM test. A first step in the proof of this
would be to show that the limit of the negative of the expected hessian ma
trix (suitably normalized of course) is block-diagonal between the parameters
((J~, (J~, Pv) and the parameters (a;, PA) as N -t 00. This is accomplished
by theorem 2 in essay 2. In addition theorem 2 shows that for large N the
information of the parameters (a~, (J~, Pv) does not depend on the parameters
(a;, PA) and vice versa. This is in fact the key to the result since, for example,
misspecification of serial correlation in Vit does not change the probabilistic
order of the variance of the score and hence not the large N limit of the vari
ance of the score for the block of time-specific parameters, (a;', PA)' Hence,
rendering the information matrix equality valid for this block. We omit the
details of this result since it is mainly algebraic, using the limit results of essay
2. Combining what we have obtained so far gives the results in property 1.
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Essay 4

A simple efficient GMM
estimator of GARCH models

4.1 Introduction

Unconditional return distributions are characterized by the 'stylized facts' of
excess kurtosis, high peakedness and are often skewed, see Mills (1999, ch
5). But the conditional distribution is also characterized by excess kurtosis
and skewness when the ARCH model of Engle (1982) or its gelleralizatioll
to GARCH by Bollerslev (1986) are fitted to return series, see e.g. French,
Schwert and Staumbaugh (1987), Engle and Gonzales-Rivera (1991).

CARCH models are typically estimated by the method of maximum like
lihood applied to the normal density, regardless of whether the conditional
distribution is assumed normal or not. This may of course result in a large loss
of efficiency relative to the true but unknown maximum likelihood estimator.
In response Engle and Gonzales-Rivera (1991) introduced the semi-parametric
maximum likelihood estimator of GARCR nlodels. The semi-parametric es
timator is a two-step estimator. In the first step consistent estimates of the
parameters are obtained and are used to estimate a non-parametric condi
tional density. The second step consists of using this non-parametric density
to adapt the initial estimator. The method has not been applied much in the
literature though. This may be because the estimator is not so simple to COlll
pute, furthermore a choice of density estimator is required and specification
testing is not straightforward.

This essay is concerned with efficient GMM estimation of GARCH models.
In particular we show that efficient GMM is a feasible alternative to the quasi
maximull1 likelihood and semi-parametric estimators. Compared to the semi-
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parametric estimator efficient GMM has the advantage of being simple to
compute and specification testing is straightforward. As a competitor to the
common quasi-maximum likelihood estimator efficient GMM is asymptotically
efficient with the coefficient of skewness and excess kurtosis of the conditional
density being important in explaining the differences.

The organization of the essay is as follows. In section 4.2 we define the
estimator in case of a GARCH(l,l) conditional variance model and give suffi
cient conditions for the estimator to be consistent and asymptotically normal.
That is, to have the CAN property. Asymptotic relative efficiency compari
son to the quasi-maximum likelihood estimator shows that efficient GMM is
asymptotically more efficient under asymmetry of the conditional density and
a small Monte-Carlo experiment confirms that the finite-sample gain can be
substantial. Section 4.3 is concerned with efficient GMM estimation of the
GARCH(l,l)-M regression model of Engle, Lilien and Robins (1987). It is
shown that the introduction of a conditional mean makes the coefficient of
excess kurtosis as well as of skewness important for explaining the relative ef
ficiency gains of efficient GMM. In this section we also consider efficient GMM
based specification tests. These tests are locally more powerful than the corre
sponding Bollerslev and Wooldridge (1992) robust classical tests whenever the
efficient GMM estimator is asymptotically more efficient than quasi-maximum
likelihood. Section 4.4 illustrates efficient GMM estimation and hypothesis
testing with an application to the daily returns to the SP500 index, (1928
1991) and section 4.5 concludes. Proofs can be found in the appendix.

4.2 A GARCH(l,l) conditional variance process

4.2.1 The efficient GMM estimator

Consider the data generating process

ZthOt, Zt rv iid(O, 1)

ao + alc;_l + {3h6t-l

(4.1)

where the l : th conditional moment of the ct process is E[c~lt-l] == vzhbt,
t-l is the information generated up to t - 1 and Vz == E (z~). In practice we
observe a finite segment of the process (4.1) and the objective is to estin1ate
the parameters eo E e where eo == (ao, aI, (3)' and 8 is a compact parameter
space. To this end, define the (raw) vector

(4.2)
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and the generalized vector,

121

gt == F~rt

where F t is an instrumental variable function.
The GMM estimator of a parameter vector e is the solution to (cf. Hansen

(1982) )

argminoE8 [T- 1t gt] I W T [T-1t gt]
t=l t=l

with W T == T- 1 E'[=l W t an appropriate weighting matrix.

Efficient GMM corresponds to choosing F t = ~t 1
(~ ) and W t = (~)~t 1

x (~ ) where ~t == var (r t It-I) and (~ ) is the Jacobian matrix, see Newey and
McFadden (1994). The objective function for an operational efficient GMM
estimator is then given by

(4.3)

where At == gtgi is a parameter dependent weighting matrix. The elements of
the generalized moment and the weighting matrix are given by

9it ~ (~~:) h t 2
[ ( ~:) V3 - ( (~~) - 1) ]

1 (8h¥) -2[(Ct ) ((c¥) )]2 _2(8h¥)
A ijt = ,6.2 ae

i
h t h

t
V3 - hr - 1 h t ae

j

with ~ == (V4 -1) - v~l.

By construction the objective function (4.3) is exactly identified and it is
well-known from the literature that the choice of weighting matrix above is
sufficient but not necessary for asymptotic efficiency. In fact asymptotic theory
does not discriminate between a parameter dependent weighting matrix and
a weighting matrix based on an initial consistent estimator of eo, or for that
matter the identity matrix. Simplicity suggests that the identity matrix might
be a good choice in applications. However finite-sample evidence indicates
that allowing the weighting matrix to be parameter dependent is preferred
and since the weighting matrix in (4.3) is typically constructed for inference
Iittle additional effort is needed for this choice.

To put quasi-maxin1um likelihood in the GMM framework choose W t ==
StS~, where St == t with It the normal quasi-loglikelihood for observation t

1 By definition ~t is positive definite which implies (V4 - 1) - v~ > O.
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and F~rt == St. By noting that gt == V:~l St for V3 == 0 the GMM objective
function can be written

where AT == T- 1 Ei==l StS~ and the asymptotic equivalence of efficient GMM
based on (4.2) and quasi-maximum likelihood follows in case of symmetric Zt.

Note however that in general efficient GMM requires an initial guess on the
kurtosis and skewness of the rescaled variable. A guess on kurtosis can be

4

based on the mean of 4 C(l )' similarly the guess on skewness can be based on
ht ()T

3 ---
the mean of 3 C(l )' where ()T is some initial estimator.

ht ()T

4.2.2 Asymptotic properties

All the asymptotic results below are derived with a parameter dependent
weighting matrix. Compared to basing the weighting matrix on an initial
consistent estimator of () or simply the identity matrix no additional restric
tions are needed. The latter estimators are of course special cases of the results
given below. Furthermore allowing for a parameter dependent weighting ma
trix is unimportant for the asymptotic distribution.

The following assumptions are sufficient for the results

(a) Zt ("V i id(0, 1) and (Zt, h;) stochastically independent

(b) E (zt) == V4 < 00

(c) fJ + al < 1

(e) ()o E int(8)

In contrast to Lee and Hansen (1994) and Lumsdaine (1996) we do not
allow for IGARCH. Besides giving a simpler asymptotic theory this means
that we do not have to consider further restrictions on the parameter space as
is necessary in the case of IGARCH. In particular the present framework can be
used to establish consistency and asymptotic normality of the quasi-maximum
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likelihood estimator of the GARCH(l,l) process without restrictions on the
parameter space.

Define eT as the sequence of minimizers of the objective function (4.3)
and suppose some initial estimators V3, 1)4 are available and that these initial
estimators only requires assumptions (a)-(e). We then have

Theorem 1 Suppose assumptions (a)- (e) hold and that 1)3 ~ V3' 1)4 ~ v4.
--. p

Then eT --7 eo on e regardless of v3 == V3 or v4 == V4 as long as both v3' v4 are
finite

That is, eT is consistent for finite arbitrary guess on V3, V4. In practice we
are of course interested in obtaining asymptotically valid inference about BT

and for this purpose we need consistent initial estimators of V3 and V4. But
~his result has a useful consequence in terms of the asymptotic distribution of
er .:.... In particular we will be able to conclude that the asymptotic distribution
of er is the same regardless of wether V3 and V4 are known or estimated.

Let Ao == EAt (eo) and Go == EGt (eo) where G t (e) == W
Theorem 2 Suppose assumptions (a)- (e) holds and that V3 ~ V3, 1)4 ~ V4 or

V3, V4 are known. Then Tl/ 2(iir - 00 ) ~ N (0, (GOA01Gofl) ~ N (0, A( 1)
where " ~" denotes equality in distribution

The above result allows us to compare asymptotic variances of efficient
GMM and quasi-maximum likelihood. Taking expectations of At, (Bt A t 1B t )

and evaluating them at eo, where B t == " and At == StS~ we obtain

[ (8 282)]-1-1 2 hOt hOt 4
V GMM = [EAt (00 )] = [(V4 - 1) - V3] E 00 00

'
hOt

and

VQMLE

The relative efficiency ratio is seen to depend only on (v(':~Dv§ and is
strictly decreasing in V3. That is, efficient GMM is strictly more efficient
than the quasi-maximum likelihood estimator when the conditional innova
tions have a skewed distribution.
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4.2.3 Finite-sample properties

A small Monte-Carlo experiment is conducted to evaluate the finite-sample
properties of the estimators2 . We generate data from the GARCH(l,l) process
(4.1) with two sets of parameter combinations close to what one commonly
encounters in applying GARCH(l,l) to real data, (}Ol == (0.1,0.2,0.7)' and
(}02 == (0.05,0.05,0.9)' where (}o == (ao, aI, (3)'. The sample sizes considered are
T == 1000 and 5000. Initial values were chosen arbitrarily as (0.1,0.25,0.67)'
and (0.05,0.07,0.87)' for each set of parameters.

All the efficient GMM estimations are performed with the parameter de
pendent weighting matrix. Efficient GMM estimators with the weighting ma
trix provided by the initial consistent estimator, Or (where 'Or is the quasi
n1axin1um likelihood estimate) and the identity matrix respectively performed
less well. The performance was especially poor with the identity matrix where
we experienced serious convergence problems.

Symmetric densities

For many financial return series a t-distribution with a few degrees of freedom
fits the en1pirical density of Zt quite well. The question is if we can improve
on quasi-maximum likelihood with the efficient GMM estimator when the
rescaled variable, Zt has a fat-tailed density. The rescaled variable is assumed
to follow a t-distribution with 5 degrees of freedom which gives true kurtosis
of 9. The t(5) distributed random variable is generated as the ratio of a
standard normal and VXg/5 variate. To obtain a (0,1) variable we divide by
the standard deviation. Results are given in Table 4.1.

For the parameter combinations considered efficient GMM typically has a
variance that is smaller than or equal to that of quasi-maximum likelihood, the
gain is substantial for the case of (}02 and T == 1000. Furthermore the efficient
GMM estimator has less bias than the quasi-maximum likelihood estimator in
this case. The bias of the quasi-maximum likelihood estimator is small for (}Ol

but increases for the parameter vector (}02. It appears that this tendency is
not so strong for the efficient GMM estimator. For T == 5000 efficient GMM
and quasi-maximum likelihood are equivalent for both (}Ol and (}02.

2Both estimators use the Newton algorithm. The efficient GMM estimator use Con
strained Optimization (CO) module in GAUSS and quasi-maximum likelihood use the Con
strained Maximum Likelihood (CML) module. In both cases analytical derivatives are used
and constraints are imposed as 10-10

:::; ao, al and 0 < b < 1. All the results are based on
5000 replications and 100 initial values of the conditional variance process were discarded
to avoid initialization effects. Quasi-maximum likelihood estimates are used to initialize a
guess on V3 and V4 for the efficient GMM estimator.
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Table 4.1 Finite sample comparison of efficient GMM (GMM) and quasi-
maximum likelihood (QMLE), Zt rv t(5)

GMM QMLE
T == 1000 bias std(l) bias std(2) ratio (1) / (2)

(101

ao 0.010 0.045 0.011 0.046 0.978
al 0.005 0.066 0.005 0.068 0.970

b -0.018 0.083 -0.018 0.085 0.976
(102

ao 0.011 0.051 0.027 0.081 0.629
al 0 0.030 0.005 0.032 0.938

b -0.013 0.073 -0.034 0.104 0.702

T == 5000
(101

ao 0.002 0.020 0.002 0.020 1
al 0.001 0.030 0.001 0.030 1

b -0.005 0.037 -0.005 0.037 1
802

ao 0.003 0.022 0.004 0.021 1.04
al 0.001 0.013 0.001 0.013 1

b -0.005 0.030 -0.006 0.029 1.03
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Table 4.2 Finite sample comparison of efficient GMM (GMM) and quasi-
maximum likelihood (QMLE), Zt rv Gamma(2)

GMM QMLE
T == 1000 bias std(l) bias std(2) ratio (1)/(2)

gOl

ao 0.008 0.050 0.012 0.045 1.11
a1 0.002 0.049 0.004 0.061 0.803

b -0.013 0.074 -0.02 0.085 0.870
g02

ao 0.011 0.046 0.029 0.090 0.511
a1 0.002 0.021 0.004 0.029 0.723

b -0.015 0.059 -0.035 0.111 0.531

T == 5000
gOl

ao 0.001 0.013 0.002 0.018 0.722
a1 0 0.020 0 0.026 0.789

b -0.003 0.026 -0.005 0.035 0.743
g02

ao 0.002 0.013 0.004 0.018 0.722
a1 0 0.008 0.001 0.011 0.727

b -0.004 0.019 -0.005 0.026 0.730

Asymmetric densities

Unconditional return distributions are characterized by the 'stylized facts' of
excess kurtosis, high peakedness and are often skewed. But the distribution of
the rescaled variable as well is characterized by excess kurtosis and skewness
when GARCH n10dels are fitted to data see e.g. Engle and Gonzales-Rivera
(1991). To consider asymmetric densities we generate Zt as Gamma-distributed
with mean and variance parameter equal to 2. The Gamma(2) distributed
random variable is obtained from rndgam in GAUSS and standardized by
subtracting 2 from it and dividing by 21/ 2 . It has true kurtosis and skewness
given by 6 and 2/V"i respectively. Results are given in Table 4.2.

As for the case of symmetric Zt with T == 1000 the bias of the efficient GMM
estimator seems to be smaller and the gain is larger for g02. For T == 5000 the
efficient GMM estimator has smaller variance than quasi-maximum likelihood
for both gal and g02 which is what we expect since it is asymptotically more
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efficient. In fact the estin1ated standard deviation ratios are quite close to the
theoretical ratio of approximately 0.775.

4.3 Extension to lllodels with a conditional ITlean

4.3.1 The GARCH(l,l)-M regression model

The GARCH(l,l) conditional variance process considered in section 4.2 may
be somewhat restrictive in practice. Here we consider some practical details of
estimating more general models with the efficient GMM estimator introduced
in section 4.2.1. The model of interest is the GARCH(l,l)-M regression model
introduced by Engle et al. (1987)

Yt X~{L + 8f(h;) + ct

Ztht

ao + alc;_1 + bh;_1

(4.4)

(4.5)

where f(h;) is a function of the conditional variance and in addition to section
4.2.1 we assume that Zt is independent of X t . Sufficient conditions for con
sistency and asymptotic normality are, to the authors knowledge, not known
even for the quasi-maximum likelihood estimator. In what follows we sim
ply assume that such conditions are satisfied. More specifically, we assume
that the CAN property holds for both quasi-maximum likelihood and efficient
GMM.

By using the (raw) vector (4.2) we can in analogy with section 2.1 define
the efficient GMM estimator of the model (4.4) as a solution to

argminoEeT-2 [t,gtj' AT1 [t,gt]
where the paran1eter vector e is given by e == (/1 ,.·'Y2)' ,II == (ao, al , b)' and
/2 == (8,/-1/)" The generalized moment, gt is given by

with Ll == [(V4 - 1) - v§] and derivatives in (4.6) are computed recursively as
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Oct _ _ /If(hr) 8hr
f){) - 1Tt 8h2 f){)

t

with 1ft == (O,O,O,-!(h;),-Xi).
The equality of EAt ({)o) and EGt (()o) is straightforward to verify from

(4.6) using the iid property of Zt and hence the variance matrix of T 1/ 2eT can
be consistently estimated by

or

(

T /'...)-1
GTl = T- l L ~~t

t==l

- (- ) EJ- EJgt (BT ) -where At == At 0T and 7flf == {jf). Inference based on AT only involves

first derivatives of the conditional mean and the conditional variance function.
This is useful since estimation of GARCH models frequently rely on numerical
approximations to the analytical derivatives.

4.3.2 Asymptotic efficiency comparison

For the purpose of comparing the asymptotic variance matrices of efficient
GMM and quasi-maximum likelihood we let

S == [ h-1 EJrnOt Ih -2 EJh6t
Ot EJf) 2 Ot EJ()

where h5t == h;({)o) and mOt == mt(()o) is the regression function and define the
matrices

K

L

M ==

with L, K and M the 'weight matrices' for the At, B t and At matrices respec
tively. Define next

ITA == E (SDS')
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for arbitrary positive semi-definite matrix D.
We can then write the difference between the inverses of the asymptotic

variance matrices as

(4.7)

which is positive semi-definite for a general conditional density and the model
(4.4)3.

Note that V3 == 0, V4 == 3 implies K == L == M and hence V QMLE == V GMM

if the conditional density is normal. In the case of excess kurtosis and/or
skewness of the conditional density, K =1= L =1= M. However a formal proof
that this is sufficient for efficiency gains is too difficult and we consider some
simple cases where positive results can be obtained.

Consider first the GARCH(l,l) regression model (8 == 0 in (4.4)). Im
posing symmetry of the conditional density is not sufficient for V QMLE ==
V GMM but for the conditional variance parameters, II we have V(,1)QMLE ==
V('l)GMM. Some tedious but straightforward algebra shows that

where P ll = Eall,tail,t, P 12 = Ea12,tai2,t with all,t = hr;/ 8a: t and a12,t =
~hOt2 8;2t . Note that (4.8) is positive definite for V4 > 3 and increasing in V4

implying there is efficiency gains for the conditional mean parameters in case
of excess kurtosis.

A corresponding result for J.L and'l under asymmetry of the conditional
density is more difficult since the block-diagonal structure of V QMLE and
V GMM is lost. We can however allow for V3 =1= 0 if we set JL == O. This gives
the asymptotic relative efficiency result for the GARCH(l,l) conditional vari-

ance model, that is, (V4~~~V~ obtained in section 2.2. In the GARCH(l,l)-M
model (4.4) the block-diagonal structure ofVQMLE and VGMM is lost even
under symmetry of the conditional density. Thus in this case the algebra is
too tedious to derive results such as (4.8) regardless of V3 == 0 or not. However

3 The matrix difference on the right-hand side of (4.7) appears as part of the difference
between the inverse asymptotic variance matrices of the semi-parametric and maximum
likelihood estimators in Gonzalez-Rivera and Drost (1999). They prove that this difference
is positive semi-definite for the model (4.4).
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we conjecture that due to the absence of block-diagonal structure there is effi
ciency gains for both conditional mean and variance parameters under excess
kurtosis. Similar considerations apply for an aSYlnmetric conditional density.

4.3.3 Specification tests

As in the familiar maximum likelihood setting the classical LM (score), Wald
and LR-tests are available and derived with expansions involving the first and
second derivatives of the objective function (cf. Newey and West (1987)).
Under the null hypothesis, say Ho : a(Oo) == 0, the LM (score) statistic is
given by

where "----,, denotes evaluated under the null hypothesis. Under our assun1ptions
on the rescaled variable, Zt, we obtain the asymptotically equivalent form

(4.10)

which is simply T R; from the linear regression of 1 on g~. As an example of the
TR2 form of the LM test consider the efficient GMM counterpart of the Engle
(1982) ARCH(m) classical LM test with no parameters iI1 the conditional
mean, we have

we can construct the asymptotically equivalent T R2 form

c _ W~W2(W2W2)-lW2Wl -TR2
<"LM -T W~Wl - u

where R; is the unadjusted squared multiple correlation coefficient from a
regression of W 1 on W2. Under the null hypothesis of no ARCH(m) h; ==
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a~ and W 2 == (1, €;-l' €;-2' ... ,€f-m) so that the LM test of the null of no

ARCH(m) is computed by TR~ from the regression of [v3~ - (~ - 1)] on

W 2, where V3 is the skewness of Yt. That is, in contrast to the usual T R 2 form
of the ARCH(m) LM test (which is computed by TR~ from the regression of

(~ - 1) on W 2) we have not imposed the auxiliary assumption of normality.

Similarly the Wald and quasi-LR statistics are available. The Wald statis
tic has its usual form and the quasi-LR test is given by

(4.11)

In the exactly identified case QT (Or) == 0 and hence

(4.12)

which is computed holding the parameters in the null hypothesis fixed at their
respective null hypothesis during the iterations. Note that ~QLR == ~LM in
this context.

As shown by Newey and West (1987) the LM, Wald and quasi-LR tests are
asymptotically equivalent under the null and local alternatives. Under the al
ternative hypothesis HA : a(Oo) == T-1/2)... these tests have the X~ ((GMM) dis-

tribution, where (CMM = X [A (00 ) Vclt-MA (00)r
1

A is the non-centrality
parameter and A (00 ) is the Jacobian matrix of the q x 1 vector function a(B) of
the px 1 vector ewith q ~ p. It is useful to compare this non-centrality parame
ter to the non-centrality parameter of the Bollerslev and Wooldridge (1992) ro-

bust classical tests which is given by (QMLE = X [A (00) VOlt-LEA (00 )] -1 A.
From the results of the previous section it is clear that the GMM based tests
are more powerful in terms of local asymptotic power. In particular, whenever
efficient GMM is asymptotically more efficient than quasi-maximum likelihood.

4.4 Empirical illustration

In this section we apply the efficient GMM estimator to model the returns
to the daily SP500 index, (1928-1991) as a GARCH-M model. Inclusion of
a measure of volatility in the conditional mean of returns is an attempt to
introduce a measure of risk. It is an implication of the 'mean-variance hy
pothesis' of the returns and under this hypothesis large returns are expected
to be associated with high volatility.
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Table 4.3 Unconditional moments of returns to the SP500 index

Mean
Variance
Skewness
Kurtosis

0.01821
1.32377

-0.48725
25.4164

The GARCH-M model has been applied by several researchers to model
the relation between risk and return e.g. French et al. (1987) applied the
GARCH-M model to subsets of the excess returns to the SP500 index and
concluded that the data was consistent with a positive relation between con
ditional expected excess return and conditional variance. However Glosten,
Jagannathan and Runkle (1993) obtained a significant negative relation be
tween the conditional mean and the conditional variance of excess returns on
stocks when the model was modified to allow positive and negative anticipated
returns to have different impact on the conditional variance.

The distributional properties of the returns to the daily SP500 index has
been analyzed in Mills (1999, ch 5) and Granger and Ding (1995) investigated
the properties of absolute returns. Table 4.3 gives the estimates of the first
four unconditional moments of the distribution of returns to the SP500 index.

The modelling strategy is to first specify the conditional mean and once sat
isfactory, tests for the conditional variance specification are performed. Only
autocorrelation in the conditional mean is tested for and any possible non
linearity of the conditional mean is disregarded. In terns of the conditional
variance specification we restrict ourselves to the GARCH(l,l) case.

Fitting an AR(5) model to the returns and computing the LM (4.10)
(quasi-LR (4.12)) test of the null hypothesis of no ARCH(4) gives a test
statistic of 55.67 with a corresponding p-value of 7.2 x 10-14 and hence we
reject the null at any reasonable significance level. This leads us to estin1ate
the following GARCH(l,l)-M model for the returns

Yt /-Lo + /-L1Yt-1 + 1-l2Yt-2 + 1-l3Yt-3 + 1-l4Yt-4 + /-LsYt-S + 8ht + Ct

h; ao + a1cZ-1 + bhZ-1

where the choice of the conditional standard deviation specification of the
GARCH(l,l)-M term is of course arbitrary.

Table 4.4 gives the estimation results together with Box-Pierce statistics
of the levels and squares, Q(.) and Q2(-) respectively (Box and Pierce (1970))
and Table 4.5 gives the first four moments of the rescaled residuals. Quasi-
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maximum likelihood estimates are given for comparison4 .

Inpsection of Table 4.4 shows that there is evidence for strong persistence
in the conditional variance. The sum al + b is only slightly below unity for
both efficient GMM and quasi-maximum likelihood. The estimates of the
risk-premia term, 8 are positive for both efficient GMM and quasi-maximum
likelihood. Note however that the efficient GMM estimate is less than half the
estimate of quasi-maximum likelihood and in contrast it is not significant at
usual levels. Box-Pierce statistics of the levels and squares suggests that there
might be some dynamics left in the data. If we follow the recommendation of
Box and Pierce and compare with the X? and xtg distribution for the Q(12)
and Q(24) statistics, respectively, they are significant at 5% level. The Q2(12)
and Q2(24) statistics indicate that there might be some dynamics left in the
conditional variance as well.

To entertain the possibility that we need to differentiate between bad and
good news we consider a GJR-GARCH(l,l) specification for the conditional
variance (Glosten et al. (1993)). The GJR-GARCH(l,l) specification is

(4.13)

where S~l is an indicator function which takes the value 1 when ct < 0 and
value 0 when ct > o.

An LM test of the null of no asymmetry against the alternative of the GJR
GARCH(l,l) specification gives a test-statistic of 31.55 with a corresponding
p-value of 1.94 x 10-8 suggesting that there is a need to differentiate beween
good and bad news.

Results from re-estimation with the GJR-GARCH(l,l) specification (4.13)
for the conditional variance yield only marginally different results from Table
4.4 and are not reproduced here. In summary the Box-Pierce statistics have
been reduced considerably and the GJR parameter is positive and strongly
significant but 8 is now close to zero and insignificant at usual levels for both
efficient GMM and quasi-maximum likelihood. These results offer no evidence
for a GARCH(l,l)-M formulation of the returns to the SP500 index but sug
gests that it is important to allow for asymmetric CARCR.

4Both estimators use the Newton algorithm with analytic first derivatives of the condi
tional mean and variance functions. The efficient GMM estimator use Constrained Optimiza
tion (CO) module in GAUSS and quasi-maximum likelihood use the Constrained Maximum
Likelihood (CML) module. In both cases constraints are imposed which restricts ao, al from
zero and 0 < b < 1. Quasi-maximum likelihood estimates are used to initialize a guess on Vg

and V4 for the efficient GMM estimator.
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Table 4.4 GARCH(l,I)-M estimates of daily returns to the SP500, standard
errors in parentheses based on weighting matrix for GMM and Bollerslev
Wooldridge robust standard errors for QMLE

GMM QMLE

J-lo 0.003194 -0.00172
(0.01586) (0.01778)

J-ll 0.140646 0.140532
(0.00807) (0.01015)

J-l2 -0.05300 -0.04540
(0.00851) (0.00982)

113 0.01657 0.01715
(0.00846) (0.01053)

114 0.01200 0.00854
(0.00840) (0.01012)

J-l5 0.01410 0.01850
(0.00808) (0.01034)

8 0.02773 0.05700
(0.02196) (0.02404)

ao 0.00754 0.00781
(0.00190) (0.00103)

al 0.08912 0.09082
(0.00546) (0.00889)

b 0.90782 0.90652
(0.00627) (0.00730)

Q(12) 18.53 16.91
Q(24) 35.15 33.87

Q2(12) 21.93 20.65
Q2(24) 32.10 30.88

Table 4.5 Conditional moments of rescaled residuals

Mean
Variance
Skewness
Kurtosis

GMM QMLE
-0.01129 -0.03466

1.00531 0.99850
-0.51937 -0.51623

7.40892 7.41753
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4.5 Final remarks
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This essay has introduced a feasible alternative to the common quasi-maximum
likelihood estimator and the semi-parametric estimator of GARCH models.
It has been shown that the efficient GMM estimator is simple to compute
and asymptotically efficient relative to quasi-maximum likelihood. Hence in
practice there is little reason not to prefer it over the common quasi-n1aximum
likelihood estimator. Compared to the semi-parametric estimator efficient
GMM has the advantage of being simple to compute and specification testing
is also straightforward. One expects that the efficient GMM estimator will
find its use in applications.





Appendix A

Proofs

We first give a series of lemmas that will be useful in the proofs of the theorems.
For a random variable Xt let X T denote T- 1 L,i=l X t , IIXtilp the V-norm
of X t and by IIXt l1 the ordinary Euclidean norm.

Define the unobserved variance process, which is obtained by extending
the observed process into the infinite past history

00

h2u ao ~bk 2
t == 1 _ b + al L-J Ct-l-k

k==O

I
8h2u 2 I 1

8h2U
2 ILumsdaine (1996) lemma 1 show that 7f:o h"t u, 7i:;- h"t u are naturally

bounded. The lemma below deals with the term Ia~r h-;2uI which is more

difficult

1

8h2U
2 I

q
Lemma A.I E ~ht u < 00 uniformly in () E e for anI ~ q < 00

Proof. By Minkowskis inequality

Write
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and

<
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~ (1 - bk+1) + al ~~ bj c2 . + bk+1h 2u
I-b DJ=O t-J-l t-k-l

(
1 ) bk+1h;::'k_l

bk+1 -.J!!L-(-1---bk-+-1-)-+-a-l-~-~-bJ-·-c-2 -.--+-b-k-+-1h-2-u -
I-b DJ=O t-J-l t-k-l

(
1 ) bk+1h;::'k_l

bk+1 -~-(-l---bk-+-l-)-+-b-k-+l-h~2-u
I-b t-k-l

We then have, denoting v == ~ (b- k - b) and for Cl a strictly positive con
stant

1 q) l/
q
) q

y;d- +b
t-k-l

<

<

(

1 00 ( h2u ) l/q) q-L E t-k-l

b k=O V + h;::'k-l

(
1 00 ( 1 )l/q)q
b£; Cl (b- k - b) + 1

where the first inequality follows fron1 above, the second since 0 < b < 1 and
q 2: 1 and the third by Jensens inequality. Taking the limit, as q -4 00, of
the last term raised to the power of ~ shows that it is not uniformly bounded.
But for q < 00 we have

(
1 00 ( 1 ) l/q) q

b£; Cl (b- k - b) + 1 < 00

uniformly in () E 8 and hence all finite-order n10ments exist •

I
h2u(()o) IThe following lemma bounds the expectation of the ratio ~rU(())

formly in ()

Lemma A.2 E I*r < 00 uniformly in () E e for all 1 ::; q < 00

Proof. We have for b ~ (3

I

2 I
q ~ qhOt < I-f3 al

ht
2u - ~ +-

I-b al

unl-
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and for b :s f3

q
11~~~11: <

<
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1-)3 Q1 L...Jk==O Ct-k-1

~ + h2u
1-b t

By a similar argument to that in lemma A.I
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and using Jensens inequality
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(A.l)

where C2 > 0 and the last term is convergent uniformly in () E e for all q < 00

•
The lemma below concerns the convergence of the unobserved objective

function, QT based on h¥u to the limiting objective function, Q

Lemma A.3 SUPOE8 IQT- QI ~ 0

Proof. Applying the triangle and Cauchy-Schwarz inequalities to IQT- QI
as in Newey and McFadden (1994) theorem 2.1 we need to show uniform con
vergence of IIgy - gil and II AT- All to zero. The method chosen here is to
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first establish a law of large numbers for all eE 8. Uniform convergence (and
continuity of the limiting function) will follow if we can establish stochastic
equicontinuity, see Andrews (1992, theorem 3 (a)). Under assumption (c) Nel
son (1990) show that h5t is strictly stationary (and covariance-stationary) and
ergodic, hence gT and AT are strictly stationary and ergodic since they are
measurable functions of hot.

Note that (ignoring some constants)

From lemma A.l we have for the first term

E
1

8h¥uh-2UIae
i

t < 00

Applying lemma A.I and A.2 to the second and third terms respectively, using
Holders inequality and the independence of Zt we have E 19n1 < 00.

Consider next the cross-product

I U U/Igitgjt <

(
8h2U ) I (2 )3/2_t_ h-4u ~
ae. t h2u

J t

and again using lemma A.I, A.2, Holders inequality and the independence of

Zt gives E /giigj;1 < 00. This establishes a pointwise law of large numbers.

To show convergence is uniform and continuity of the limiting function we

l
aul laA¥'1establish that (a) SUPOE8 E 7lI: < 00 and (b) sUPOE8 E aot < 00 for all
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i,j and k. Consider (a)

and hence we need to find convenient expressions for the second derivative

I
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all k==O

where we used that c;-k-2 ::; a~l h;~k-l' For the most demanding derivative
with respect to b

a2h 2u
__t_h-2u
ab{)b t

which shows that sUPOE8 E I~I < 00 for all i,j by application of lemma A.I
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and A.2. Next for (b) we have
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8A1f· t__~J_

fJBk
<

I
ah2u 2 a

2 h 2u 2 Iand we need to consider ~ht u~ht U • For the most demanding deriv-

ative

I
8hru h_2U82hru h-2U ! < 2 (~bk h;~k-l ) 3

fJb t 8b2 t - L..-t h2u
k=O t

such that sUPOE8 E Ia:e~t I < 00 for all i, j and k. Hence the sequences

Ilg]; - gIl, liAr - All are stochastically equicontinuous •
The next and final lemma is concerned with the convergence of the unob

served objective function, Qr to the corresponding observed objective func
tion, QT

Lemma A.4 sUPBE8 IQT- QTI La

Proof. By the same argument as in lemma A.3 we need to show that
sUPBE8 IIgr - gT11 ~ 0 and sUPBE8 IIAT- AT II ~ O. First we observe some
properties of the conditional variance process

h;U = h; + b
t
-
1(a1 to bkE~k + ao to b

k)
h; + bt-Ih l

where hI == hI (B) is the initial condition. Next

00

h2u aou '""""" bkE 2E sup t ::; --b- + alu L..-t u sup Ct-I-k < 00
BE8 1 - u k==O BEe
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since E sUPBE8 cf < 00 under assumption (c) and does not depend on t, which
in turn imply that sUPBEe cf < 00. We also have

c; 1 - bz 2
E sup h2u ~ --E sup Ct < 00

BEe t aOi BEe

For some arbitrary i, j

T

T-1 L (A0t - Aijt )

t=l

since sUPoEsl9itl, sUPoEsI9iti are finite and ht:2
::; l:a~t, we must show that

(i) T-l~ 1

8h; (c~) _8h;u (~) I ~ a
L..t 8f)· h r 8f) . hru
t==l J t J t

uniformly in f) for r == 0, 1 or 2. For (i) we have

By lemma 3 of Lee and Hansen (1994)

uniformly in f), hence for r == 1 and trivially for r == O. Note that
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since

fJh;
fJao

fJh;
fJal

fJh;
fJb
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fJh2 00

1 + b---!::::l < L bk < _1_
oao - k=O - 1 - bu

2 fJh;_l ~ k 2
Et - I +b~ ::; L..t b Et-k-I

o i=O

2 fJh;_l ~ k 2
ht - I + bi§b ::; L..t b ht - k - I

k=O

Furthermore sUPOE8 (-{fu) < 00 holds from above, and

hence

T-
I

[1 ~ bu I~~~ I+ (1 ~ubu)2 hI] ~ 0

which shows (i). Next for (ii) r-1 Ei=l Ihi2u - hi2
\ ~ 0uniforn1ly in () by

lemma 6 (c) of Lumsdaine (1996), and

I
fJh;u (~ - (~ - 1))I
fJ()· hU h2u

J t t

is bounded in probability uniformly in 0 which shows (ii). Hence sUPBE8

IIAT- ATII L 0 holds. Finally IlgT - gT11 ~ 0 uniformly in () follows from
(i) above _

We are now ready to give the proofs of the theorems in the text.
Proof theorem 1. By theorem 2.1 (Consistency theorem for extremum

estimators) in Newey and McFadden (1994) we need to establish that (i)

sUPOE8 IQT - Ql L 0, (ii) Q is continuous, (iii) e is compact (which holds by
assumption) and (iv) Q is uniquely minimized at 00 . By the triangle inequality

sup IQT - QI ::; sup IQT - QI + sup IQT - QTI
BEe BEe BEe

where sUPBE8 IQr - QI ----7 0 was established in lemma A.3 and sUPBE8 IQT 
QTI ----7 0 was established in lemma A.4. This proves (i) and (ii) follows from
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lemma A.3 and continuity of multiplication. To finally show (iv) we note that

Lumsdaine (1996) lemma 5 prove that E [a~r a;J'u ht 4U
] is a positive definite

matrix for all e E e. It follows that EAr is a positive definite matrix for
21'v4 - v3 > ,sInce

Identification holds if eo is unique solution to limT-7oo Eg'T == O. By application
of dominated convergence theorem limT-7oo Eg'T == Ego, where go == g(eo) and

since E (~V3 - (it -1)) = 0 a consistent root exists at 80 . In addition this

root exists for finite arbitrary initial guess on V3, V4 •

Proof theorem 2. First we note that the fact that a root exists at eo for
finite arbitrary guess on V3, V4 ensures we can apply theorem 6.2 of Newey and
McFadden (1994) to obtain that the asymptotic distribution of the estimator
is independent of the guess on V3, V4.

Consider the gradient of the efficient GMM objective function

[ ]

,
8g~ -1 -1 I I 8 vec AT1

88 (AT + AT ) gT + (gT ® gT) 881

I -1 [( I I ) (-1 -1) 8 vec AT ] I2GTAT gT - gT ® gT AT ® AT 881

with G T == T-1~r==l trJ, and the second derivative

(A.2)

8Q~(e)

8e8e'

where the op(l) term in (A.3)comes from the derivative of the second term

in the gradient. It assumes that go [av~~f'-T ]I = op (T) uniformly in 8 E <3
which can be shown. The proof is complete if we can show that the last terms
of (A.2, A.3) are negligible asymptotically and the conditions of theorem 3.2
of Newey and McFadden (1994) holds (Asymptotic 110rmality of minimum
distance estimators). Asymptotic normality holds (given consistency) if (i)
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sUPeE8 IAT - All ~ 0 and A is non-singular (which holds from above) (ii)

sUPOEE> I~~'f - Gil ~ 0 and G= E~~'f is non-singular (iii) 00 E int(8)

(which holds by assumption) and (iv) asymptotic normality of VT'gT.

To prove (ii) note that we have already shown that II ~~'f - G II ~ 0 in

the proof of theorem 1. As in lemma A.3 uniform convergence and continuity

of the limiting function follows if SUPOEE> E Ia::e7t I < 00 for all i, j and k.

Differentiating ~ once more
J

I

a2g~ I

aOi)tok

and in view of lemma A.1 and A.2 we need to consider the third derivative of
h;u. For the derivative with respect to b we have

and hence applying lemma A.1 and A.2 using Holders inequality and the inde
pendence of Zt we conclude that convergence is uniform and G is continuous
on 8. Then sUPeE81lGT - GIl ~ 0 holds if SUPOE8 jlGr - GTII ---t 0 which
can be shown. It is straightforward to verify that EGijt(eO) == EAijt (eo) for
all i, j which shows the nonsingularity of G as well. Next (iv) follows since gt
is a stationary ergodic martingale difference sequence with finite variance and

hence T~ gT ~ N (0, A). It remains to show that the last terms in (A.2, A.3)
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are unimportant for the asymptotic distribution. We have from (A.2)

and scaling by T 1/
2

, since T 1
/

2gr is bounded in probability, sUPeE8 liAr - All
~ 0 and aV~~~T == Op(l) uniformly in () E e we have the result. A similar
argument applied to the second term of (A.3) establishes the result here as well
since aV~~~T == Op(l) uniformly in e E e. Applying a standard mean-value
expansion of the gradient vector as in Newey and McFadden (1994) theorem
3.2 then obtains the distributional result given in theorem 2 •
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